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ABSTRACIT
There liara many AIDS pr'everrt f on programmes whfch .are bei.ng
1/
conduetied in South Africa at pr-eaerrt , This I~esearch examined one
/'
speci'ic programme to assess whethet it resulted in a change in
att i~Ldes (iCO AI OS, to homosexua 1i ty and to !)the .sexual ity of black
pecp l'e l, us.ing the +nf'ormab ton processing a1;>proach to attitude
form(ation and change of Fishbein and Aj~en i,ir(197S)'. Subsidiary
aspeibts of,the study ; nvo l ved assess; n9 Wh~jlther then~ were ohansas
!' '. ',' '.. I;:
in k[nowledli3eabout AIDS and whether there vler,e correlations
( . " . " i,'··
betv/een th!e var iabl es manti oned above. Thli!fstudy f.r::~eda vers; on
,iI'" ,'i "'" '" , ,,' .. ;1
of 1GheMor;ton and McManus (1986) scale adapt,ed for S;outh Africa.
The.':scale was, found to have good construcY'1 val id;ty" The re$ults
shd:wed thl!~t there Was cl significant chang~i from lasla favourab1e to
mor-e favourable attitudes in the exper;meJ,~al group as compared to
a I~ontro': group of hea'lthworkers. There \';fas rrot, , howeVer, a
si9nific~l~nt cha~nge -;n knowledge about A:tDi!:~. In botih gl~di~p~sthere
.'..' '.;1" . ]\
were signi,ficat'lt corY'elat'ions between attHtudes tel A!DS t\nd.•-- " - :' -". - _ ti - , 1\ .
ai~ti tudel~ to h(:>rnosexua1 i.t.y, but only in ~ihe exper'l menta 1 group
II .
W(~re there cor re l atifone between kn()Wledg~J!and attitude. .The
imp 1i cat; ens of these fi od; n91:; for A,IDS ll/ducat.; on and res~larch
di SCUSSEl,d. II
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i1. INTRODUCTION
Th; s study; p.tends to exam; ne the phenomenon of attitude cl"ange in
a group of South African healthworkers who attended a three-day,
AIDS education programm8. There are tW() subsidiary aims.
Firstly, the study win establish whether ther,a is a change in
knowledge about AIDS. Secondly, the study will exemfne
cor-re l ations between knowledge about AIDS) and attitlLldes to AIDS,
homosexual ity and the sexual; ty of black peep 1e. A1'1 of these are
key ; sswes wh-l,ch affect responses to, and educati on em, the AIDS
pandemic. In this introduction it is important to nWiew the
bat~k9round to the disease as it manifests itself 11 Years after
the discovery in 1981 of a new and fatal i1.1nes8. This background)
win provide the context for the study. Th.~ introduction wi 11
a l SQ. deal w·jth t'7rmino logy 7 recent deve 1opm~~nts and the rat; ona 1e
for the study.
1.1 AIDS ANDHIV : ANOVERVIEW
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is a viral il''lfection
which damages the immune system of the human body, The virus<
which causes AIDS 'i s known as the Human Immunodefici' ..mcy Virus
(HIV). The irnmmunedeficiency disorder caused by HIV is thought
to result from a gradual depletion of white blood cells known as
T-helper cells. which usually set off the immunising response. In
this way HIV cripples and destroys the immune system, allowing
opportunistic infections to enter the body. The individual
usually dies, not from AIDS itself, but as a result of the
opportunistic infe(~tions against which the body is no longer able
to defend it8elf. Apart from opportunistic infections; HIV can
also directly affect the nerVous system. This leads to a number
of distinct neurolo<gical syndromes. Infection of the brain can
resu 1tin s 1OWl Y deve lop i n9 .•,nte 11ecnua 1 and arnot i ona 1 changes -
this is called AIDS dementia and happens to a~out.~ne third of
2people with AIDS (PWk' $). other n/~urological manifestations
include ataxia and chronic mening~6is (crewe, 1992).
HIV is transmitted by the exchange of three main body flUids
(blood, semen, and vaginal fluids) and to a lesser extent thr()ugh
breast milk. So infection would occur through:
(a) sexual intercourse;
(b) Itransfusions of contaminate.d blood or blood products;
(~) sharing or re-using contaminated injection neadles and
syringes; and
Cd) pregnancy and childbirth.
Broadly speaking there are two patterns of transmission. The key
features of Pattern 1, which is prevalent in tha Americsa, Asia,
Australasia and Europe, are the following:
(a) most cases involve homosexual and bisexual men, and
intravenous drug users;
(b) there are relatively few heterosexual cases;
(c) the ratio of male to female cases ;s about to to t~
Cd) there is limited incidence of AIDS in children andJbabies;
Pattern II, which is predominant in Africa, has the foHowing
features :
(a) most cases are found in heterosexual men and women;
(b) the rat"io of male to female cases is about, 1 to 1:;
(c) there is a high and r t s';n9 inct dence of AIDS in c/hi1dren and
babies;
Cd) more people are at risk than for Patter~I (Hamilton, 1991).
The first cases of AIDS were reported in the United States in
1981, although it is believed that the disease had been in
existence for at least a decade before then. The ffrst cases
reported in South Af rf ca were in 1982, when t~wo homoeexua l 'men
died of AlPS-related infections (Hamilton, 1991).
3Mr Alan Whiteside, a senior research fellow in the econcmt c
research unit at t.he University of Natal, points out that. what is
particularly significant about AIDS in comparison Ir~ith other
diseases is the time sca1e involved. The period from il1fection
until antibodies to the virus are detectable/t{ie. earoconver-e-lon
var+s.s in most cases from six weeks to tht'ee months. During this
phase (the "window" period) body fluids are contaminated and
infect.;ve, but HJ;Vcannot be: detected. Thus blood supp l ies cannot
be completely safe (Whiteside, 1990).
The second phase is from .seroconvers.i on unt i1 symptoms of the
d; sease appear. Th'1. e pe r iod is Em ave rage of seven to ten years
in the west. The final phase is the period from t.he onset of
illness to death, and usually lasts from one to three years. Mr
Whiteside points out that in Africa it may take a shorter period
for peo!}1e))to f~n ill and die of AIDS, as they are ofteh 'less
healthY, more ma'lncur fahed and exposed to a wider range' of
.~ .,
diseases {Whiteside, '(990).
1.1.1 Terminology
The ter'm HIV positive describes a per son who has contracted the
virus, .nd who tests positive for antibodies to. HIV. However, the
individual has not contracted any of the opportunistic infections.
The eventual rate of conver'aion to AIDS is a1most 100%.; .
The term AIDS ;s used to describe a person who is HIV positiVe,
and who has also contracted an opportunistic infeption. This is
often described a.s full-blown AIDS, and is uniformly terminal.
The acr-onym PWA wi11 be used in this report to denote people who
have full-blown AIDS. This is the preferred term because (and
this will become evident later when stigma ;s discussed in the
1iterature rev iew) it is free of the assumptions of passivity and
heIp l eaarreas associated with the terms "ArDS victim", "AIDS
sufferer" or "AIDS patient". In 1983 the Advisory Committee of
People With AIDS announced,
4(:'
"We condemn attempts to label us as fvictims', which implies
d~feat, and we are only occasionally 'pat.ients', which impl ies
pass ivi tiy , he 1p 1essness and dependence on othe rs . We are" 'pEKlP"e
with AIDS'" (HUghe~i, 1992).
['1
This te'fm has. at t)jmes been amended tl:lPLWA I:lr"people 1 iving with
AIDS" to deal ".I[ith/perceptions that an AID$ diagnosis imp] ~es
imminent death. Neither term has been adopted by the mainstream
medi a, although PWA' s (and peop le wi th HIY)', AIDS act; vists and
AIDS wor-ker-s use them exc lusi ve'[y.
.L,1 .2 Recent deve 1opments
At the recent international conference on ,.AIDS in Amst.er-dam the
follow; n9 poi nts about HIV and AIDS b,~came c lear- (Wol~ld AIDS
NeVIs, 1992)
1. It seems that there is greater emphasis on a therapeutic
vaccine (rather than a preventive vaccine) and a usable one is
only likely to be available towards the end of the decade.
2. There has been a worldwide increase in Tuherculosis (TB) as a
result of HIV infection, associated with drug resistance.
3. The presence of other sexually transmitted disenses (STD's)
"increasss ~he risk of HIV transmission.
4. The old vision of AIDS is "outdated" and according to the
chairperson of the conference we must now see AIDS in the larger
contexts of unequal access to health care, education and
employme'nt.
5. The issue of gender and power remains a thorny one, especially
in developing countries.
56. Before fhdivfduals can be empowe.rezi to change"'behaviours,
changed at.titudes and social support for behaviour change may
need to be in place in their communities.
7. More attention needs to be ptlid to the social and cultural
!,
context of education.
8. Socia} ahd economic factors leading tt.. poverty are helping HIV
to spread rapidly in many countries and there is fear that the
epidemic will continue to escalate unShecked unless such factors
are addressed.
l'
1.1.3 AIDS fnj,~frica and South Africa
As we enter the second decade of the AIDS epidemic, the predicted
gravity of this medical disaster ;$ now being, fully real ised,
especially in sub-Saharan Africa". In South Africa, the estima.ted
number of peopl e carrying the Acqu i red Immune Oef; c iency Syr~drome
(AIDS) virus, HIV (the Human Immunodeficiency Virus), is expe~ted
to be '.).bout500 000 by the end of 1992. It is estimated that
between 300 and 400 people are being infected with HIV every day
(Crewe, 1992). These est,;mates are projeGtions based on HIV
statistics drawn from blood donor services, sexually transmitted
disease clinics, family planning clinios, antenatal clinics and
voluntary test sites). In south Africa the epidemic has become
largely heterosexual, as in the rest of Africa. It is affectin!1
mainly, but not exclusively, black people (Schaub, 1992).
According to Schaub the following are some!\of the key issues
confronting South Africa in its second dec:~iieof dealing with
AIDS :
61. Fear of infection by casual contact has increased
1,'dramatically, even though this fear is medically unfounded.
2. Fea~ of occupationally acquired HIV, especially in thamedical
fields, has increased.
3. The potentially disastrous economic implications of the
pandemic are becoming apparent.
4. Nevertheless, "doomsday" predictions of some forecasters
appear to be pr1amature because although many people wi 11 die, the
population will not be decimated.
5. There is slow progress in developing effectiVe anti-HIV drugs
and those that do exist prolong life~ they do not save it.
E3. Even" if a vaccine were developed, the cost of producing the
vaccine and distributing it would be Q::tunting.
7. The contral of AIDS ahou.ld focus on primary hea lt.n care
programmes involving educatrion, condom distribution and more
effective management of STD's.
Commenting on limiting the spread of HIV and AIDS, Schoub (1992,
p55) has the following to say:
"At present, control of the epidemic is based on the premises that
the the virus is not readily transmissable and that entrenched
population behavioural characteristics and practices. are amenable
to modification. Two goals need to be reached to achieve this -
awareness and empowerment."
To this end he notes the neeo for a number of issues to be
addressed, namely poverty and overcrowding, the ecoru,:I.e
dependancy of women wh ich promotes prostitution" as we11 as social
conditions like sing1e sex hostels, migrant labour and long
distance trucking. Without addressing these issues, education in
itself may be insufficient to bring about behaviour change.
Despite these problems, Schoub says, education has led to
7behaviour change and irlcreased condom usage in well motivated and
empowered populations such as gay men in the USA and to some
extent in heterosexual populations in Uganda (1992).
1.1.4 statistics
Figures released by the Department of National Health and
Population Development in July 1992 reveal that by October 1992
ii
the number of reported AIDS cases (as opposed to HIV cases) was
1 517 (of whom 457 had died) and since the begi n.nin9 of 1992 J 210
new PWA's (people with AIDS) had been diagnosed. It is important
to realise that ')';.nesefigures hfghlig;.,tthat clinical AIDS is
under reported and underdiagnosed" Furthermore,. AIDS figure.s tell
us only that these people were inf~cted on average seven to ten
years ago - they do not tell us about current HIV infections. In
the Department's figur'es the m~\'I9. to female ratio was about 1:1
and it was furthermore noted th.?t the heteros€lxual spre~,~ of H~V
was accompanied by a corresponding incrs~se in paediatric HIV and
AIDS (Department of National Health and Population Development
press release, 1992).
1.1.5 Predictions
One of the most widely recognised South African models for
predicting HIV prevalence is that of Peter Doyle of Metropolitan
Life (Crewe, 1992). He has developed two scenarios: a high
projection scenario based on HIV data from other African countries
which assumes no behaviour change; and a low projection scenario
which assumes significC'4nt changes in sexual behaviour 12 years
into the epidemic. Even -ifthe second scenario proves to be
accurate, AIDS will present South Africa with a massive hUman
tragedy, with more than four and a half million HIV positive South
Africans by the year 2005 and nearly two and a half million AIDS-
related deaths by that time. As serious as these figures are,
though, they refute the "doomsday~ scenarios which en~isage the
8demise of a ma.~ior;ty of the popu latd on, thereby presenting the
problem as int~actable.
1.2 RATIONAL~ FOR THIS STUDY
AIDS ;s easily the most severe health problem of this century and
as we enter the second decade of the diaease it is evident that
on 1y t'I"'Oth; nSJs wi 11 alter the nature of thi 5 paridemj o - ei ther
social scientists must find a way of changing people's attitudes
to th&.disease through education and social change or there will
have t.o be thf9 discovery of a cure or treatment which no longer,
makes ;~hediaeaae f at.al , Since the consensus is ..that there
probab'ly will not be a therapeutic vaccine (a preventiVe vaccine
seems Impossible at this stage) before the turn of the century,
the onlly way to prevent deaths is to fi nd a way of changi ng the
way all people feel about the disease, the way they conduct their
relationships and sexual lives, and transforming attitudes towards
peop 1e who are already infected. The" ep idem; c of fear ",
instigiated and pr-oliferated by the mass media, has been reported
in many areas to have been mo re (jamagin9 to educat ion effo rts than
the biological pathogen itself (Watney, 1987).
Ey changing the attitudes towards the disease and those already
infected, it may be possible to create a climate of openness to
sex, sexuality, relationships and all thOSe stigmatised by the
virus (either the infected or those close to them). In such a
c limate it may be poss ib 1e to educate open 1y and honest 1y about
transmission without fear of rebuke from governments and'
conservative elements within societies. Similarly, by removing
the 8ti 9ma attached to the infe.cted, the uni nfected may see that
anyone could be vulnerable to the disease (not just the
marginalised), leading hopefu11y to changes in sexual practices.
Healthworkers have always been at the forefront of this epidemic,
firstly in identifying the causative agent of the mysterious net"
I:immune deficiency, and secondly in treating the infecte\ct. Because
of their proximity to the disease in a professional sen~a.,
hea'l thworker-s have always seen themselves as beitlg par-ticu lar ly
vu'l ner-ab l'e , Wit,hin this context there has been extreme. fear
around the possibilities of transmission through h'orking with H!V
~:,;,
pat; enns., The fact that the ri sks to he,al thworkers have been
. '--
s~,bwn to be exceedingly smal1 has not su~rbeeded in alter'ing this
perception. ~~al thworkers tend to refl ect (the attitude~! of the
broade r soc; ety from which t~\ey come, Because they fee 'I
vulnerab1e .and because they w6rd( with PWA's, hea'thworkE~rs are
often identi·fied as targets for~AIDS education.
\. __1
By examil'1ing the kl10wledge of hea l thwor-ker-s about; AIDS, thai II)
attitudes 'to AIDS (and to homosexuality and the sexuality ol black
people) this study wi 11 attempt to understand whether thesE!
c
variables are open to change through education and how these sets
of beliefs and attitudes may impinge on their work. Thus, the
Stlidy may have impl ications for education +n general,' for the
education of healthworkers f n particular, and for under-et.and inq
the way attitudes may cQ~vary.
The City Health Community AIDS rnfor~nat;on and Support Centre
conducts a three-day AIDS educati all programme to address not 0111y
the need for information on AIDS but to challenge attitudes and
stereotyping about AIDS.
i'
r/
1'his then is the background to the study. Chapter two will
examine the literature on the themes relating to the study,
chapter three presents the methodology, chapter four presents the
resu' ts 1 chapte r five discusses' the resu 1ts, contiexnue l ises them,
and provides a oonclusion to the study.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 INTRODUCTION
From the introduction to this study it is clear that a wide range
of issues at-epertinent in attempting to confront the AIDS
epidemio in South Africa. This study focuses on one aspect of the
epidemic, namely the effectiveness of education in a~dressing the
stigma and blame associated with AIDS. What follows ;s a revi(~w
of the literature relevant to attitudes to people w'ithHIV and
AIDS. In this literature review a range of themes are examined,
including attitudes to AIDS, education and attitude change, and
res~arch on healthworkers.
2.2 AIDS - ORIGINS OF BLAME AND STIGMA
This section deals broadly with the social labelling associated
with the AIDS epidemic and covers several specific areas in which
stigma is prevalent. When looking at AIDS and at AIDS educatior
we need to understand how it has come to be conceptualised.
"AIDS challenges more than medicine. Because it is deadly,
because it continues to spread quickly, because it is linked to
the controversial subjects of sex and drugs, and also because, in
the developed world at least, it aros.ef'irstamong gay men lind
heroin addicts, it provokes deep and complicated feelings in
nearly everyone, and·those feelings when extended across a
society, have political and social consequences. As AIDS moves
across the world, it tests each country's ability t~ act
responsibly - or even sanely - in the face of catastrophe"
(Stoddard in Carter and Watney 1989, p95).
It is not unusual to conceive of illness as po1itical, for as
Altman (1986, D9) says
11
I~evenwhen we recognise the political dimension to health care and
reisearch- for example, ahe fact that prevention of lead poisoning
or curing sickle-cell anaemia is less glamorous and less well
financed than heart transplants - it is still difficult to
conceive of disease itself as a political construct".
He argues tha,ta general tendency is to fluctuate between three
models of disease, seeing it as the consequence of random micro-
orgarlisms, personal behaviour qr sccfceconomtc factors. However,
there is also a powerful tradition of construing epidemics .(eg.
Black Death) as the resultc.of social collapse and degeneracy.
AIDS is the supreme example of this and it is clear that the way
AIDa has been per-ceived , conceptualised, imag;ned~ researched and
funded makes it the most political of diseases~ There arB a
-ccnumber of reasons for this
AIDS has occurred'at a time When modern medicine had made dramatic
progress - i~Was.believed to be winning the battl~ against
d;sease. Ironica 1i ly, this progress meant -I t cou 1d ident ify the
complex HIV virusi'and its effect on the immune system. However,
the belief that moder-n medicine could control or cure any disease
meant that with t~leadvent of AIDS, pressure was placed on
governments to dotsomething about it. This led to disputes about
resources, and in~eed about theories of origin.
Furthermore, the ~act that those groups in society Who were
init"ially most C\,ffectedby AIDS, ego homcsexuaj s , drug users and
prostitutes (or sex workers), were marginalised added to the
"politicisation" of the disease.
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£±1 Homosexuality
One group affected most severely by the epidemic in Europe and
America (and initially here in South Africa) consisted of
homosexual or bisexual men. One consequence of this was that it
lead to the conceptualisation of AIDS as a disease of the ~otherh.
As Altman (1986) p12) notes
"The epidemiology and the social response to AIDS are both bound
up wi th major changes irl the way in whi ch homosexual ity is
soc ia11y conet.ruct.ed ; n the Weste rn wor ld ."
He sees this as a transition from seeing homosexuality as a
behaviour to viewing it as an identity and lifestyle. This
emer'gence of homosexuals as a social, cultural and pol itical
minority allowed gay people to ~rganise around AIDS, but
ironically a1so to be blamed for it. Indeed, one of the disease's
first names was GRID (Gay Related Immune Deficiency) - as if there
was something intrinsic t.o hcmcaexua lf t.y that made gay people
susceptible to AIDS. A Harvard neurologist wrote
"Why are homosexuals susceptible? My own guess is that they do,
indeed, have a special immune cowFiguration based on the sex
hormone status during pregnancy which probably has parallel
effects, ie. both in altering the sexual orientation and also
affecting the immune system" (Altman, 1986, p35).
Although AIDS workers no longer speak of high risk groups, this
concept persists. It was assllmed that simply belonging to that
group put one at risk for HIV. This allowed many people to
distance themselves from HIV and also to call for sanct~~~s
(quarantine, c~mpulsory testing) against thOse groups. In this
way ;t was hoped that the •.gene ral p\,')pu1ation" cou 1d be saved from
AIDS. More recently, the AIDS fraternity speaks of high risk
situations or high risk behaviours, hoping not to moralise about
people's sexual lives (or to make assumptions about their at~
riskness) but to give them information whiCh can help them to have
safer sex.
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Even this has proved to be controversial, however, because
institutions like the church (and those who work with the youth,
for example) recommend abstinence as a means of prevention aga1nst
HIV infection. To promote safer sex, in their view, ;s to prmnote
sex. This 'has aroused much controversy.
2.2.2 Sexual practices and behaviour
AIDS is thus firmly linked to sex, although obviously this is not
the only way the virus is transmitted. What Sontag (1989) calls
»di~eases of passion" share certain characteristics: they are
ambigl.lousin ori,(Jin;they are sufficiently lingering to seem a.n
\
E:lxpressionof ~...•ronality; and they are not highly infectious,
seeming to single out specific individual's for judgement and.
guilt.
AIDS has always been associated with »promiscuity", largely
because most of the early infections were indeed in people who hac
had marty sexual partners: However, the consequence of this has
been to label a11 people with HIV and AIDS as "promiscuous"~ a
misnomer because even one unsafe sexual encounter with someone who
is HIV positive can allow for transmission of the virus.
Furthermore~ this perception allowed people who were not
necessarily "promiscuous" to regard themselves as safe from HIV.
In addition, there is the problem of defining "promiscuous", whiCh
could range from only one sexual experience outside a monogamous
relationship to 100 partners a month.
Thus AIDS came to be associated with two controvers;a1 issues,
homoseXllality and promiscuity. This politicised the disease
because those who were thought to be homosexual or promiscuous
were judged and blamed for starting and .spreading AIDS. Implied
in this was a distancing process whereby the "general population"
saw itself as not being at risk, as long as those groups were
isolated and controlled. A similar process WaS involved in
14
perceiving AIDS as being linked to those of a different race grolfP
or nationality. Here, issues of geography, colonisati,rn and
l~acism predomi nat.e .
2.2.3 American versus African origin
One pecu'liarity about AIDS t s that it has been seen by non-
Americans as an American disease, Altman (1986) asserts, and
therefore something which is imported to other countir+es from the
decadent US. This obsession with finding the "origin" of AIDS
leads to blame and finger-pointing. Here in South Africa~ the
acronym AIDS ;s said by many b1ack South Africans to stand for
"American Idea to Destroy Sex".
However, in America AIDS has consistently been labelled not only
as a gay disease but also as an "African" or "Haitian" disease.
"This alleged origin was. very much in line with th. white American
notion that biacks are inherently different, and therefore have a
different rela.tionship to the di.sease. The fact that. AIDS was
found among heterosexuals in Hafti (a.ndAfrica) was cited as
evidence that Hafti (or Africa) was the source of the disease.
Heterosexua1 transmission was at first labelled by investigators a
more 'primitive' or' 'atavistic' stage of the development of AIDS.
The pattern of infection in the US, where the disease existed
among only marginal groups, was seen to characterise a later phase
of the disease's history. It was only in 'higher~ cultures that
the disease was limited to such specific groups" (Crewe1 1992,
p1 n.
By perceiVing AIDS in this way, Americans were able in SOrTIeway to
rationalise their 1ack of response to a burgeoning epidemic. If
the disease was a phenomenon of black and other marginalised
people then there Was no real danger to the general population.
It could justify doing very little about AIDS because there would
be no pressure to do so. It seems that it was anathema for the
most sophisticated (and thus most developed and "civilised")
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nation in the world to conf r'orrt a dis'ease which was sexually
transmitted and which led to pa·jncful,,'undignified and incoherent
death. As Patt.on (i 11 Carter and Wat;ney 1989, pta?) has nct.ed,
"The unconscious belief that a strange new viru. could not have
arisen from the germ-free West led researchers on a fantastic
voyage in search of the origins of HIV first in Haiti and then in
Afri ca "..
So the dominant myths regarding the origins of AIDS reflect the
racism of white fi rst-world culture as well as more general ised
homophobia. Nowhere is 'this more clear than in south Africa.
When AIDS only affected the gay community, the rest of society was
able to turn a blind eye. When it became evident that like the
rest of Africa, AIDS in south Africa was becoming a heterosexGal
disease, blacks were blamed for spreading the disease through
"gross sexua1 licence, the collapse of the family structure and
the migration from other ,countries" (crewe, 1992, p16).
Hence, much of the reporting on AIDS in the early years of the
epidemic alluded to a unique strain of AIDS called "African AIDS".
This was clearly racist but fed into Western notions of "darkesrt."
Africa where standards and morals were "obvious1y" lower.
But not only have some elements in society been seen to be
blameworthy, conversely there have been others who were seen as
not CUlpable in any way.
~.2.4 Guilt and innocence
Because some people were given HIV infected blood (usually
haemophiliacs but also blood transfusion recipients and infants
who were infected through blood by their mothers either during
pregnancy or at birth) the distinction between "innocent" and
"guilty" arose. This is an issue of particular importance for
healthworkers who might contract HIV through needle-stick
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lnJuries. They are seen as being "innocent" because they nave
been infected in the course of humanitarial work. Thosecltlh(jhad
contracted HIV through sex and drug use were the "gLd lty". This
lias led to victimisation of many PWA's and to the double burden of
being infected and simultaneously being blamed for one's
infect.;on.
2.2.5 AIDS and re1igion
One consequence of AIDS' aeeoo iatrion with 3eK, guilt., "otherness"
and marginalised groups has been the resurgence of moral crusaders
who see AIDS as a form of divine retributi<m against sinners and
unbelievers. A doctor, writing in the Southern Medica1 Journal
(Altman, 1986, p66,\, commented
"A logical conclusion is that AIDS is a self-inflicted disorder
for the majority of·those who suffer from it. For again, without
placi.ng reproach upon haemoph.i1lacs or Haitians (once regarded as
a hig!1 risk group), we see homosexual men reaping not only
expected consequences of sexual promi scui ty J suffer'jng even as
promiscuous hatet-osexuals the usual venereal diseases, but other
unusual consequences as well. Perhaps then, homosexuality is not
'alternative~ behaviour at all, but as the ancient wisdom of the
Bible states, mast certainly pathologic. Indeed, from an
empirical perspective alone, current scientific observation seems
to require the conclusion that homosexuality is a pathologic
condition".
The emergence of AIDS coincided in the US with the politicisation
of religious fundamentalism, expressed in groups like Mora'
Majority. Traditional values were seen as being under siege by
these groups as the 1970's and 1980's saw the culmination of
greater sexual freedom.
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Thus AIDS was seen as God's way cf reminding mankind that there
was a need for a return to bibli.cal values, to family values, to
abstinence and monogamy. Consequently, anyone whC' did not conform
to this philosophy was seen as an unacceptable member of society.
So re1;9 ion.was invoked to blame and condemn PWA = s .
2.2.6 Media representations
Some commentators contend that the way AIDS has been represente,d
by the medias by scientists and by politicians is in fact a
campaign to strengthen rather than to lessen stigma and blame.
According to Carter and Wat,ney (1989, p19)
Uthe widespread resistance to acknowledging the long-established
fact of heterosexual transmission is not simply an example of
'ignorance' or 'misinformation': it stems directly from the
ideological construction of AIDS as emblematic of othernes3.
Indeed, the complex history of AIDS-related legislation and
official AIDS publicity demonstrates time and time again that the
epidemic has been used to articulate values and bel iefs that halve
not.hing to do with AIDS. In effect, hea1th education has been
recruited to the prior purposes of political and ideological
struggle" .
The media are often a centralised source of definitions of what
people are like in any given society. The HIV viius, 1ike all
viruses one of the simplest forms of life on the planet, has been
used by a wide variety of groups' to artiCUlate a host of issues
and concerns, consciously and unconsciously. Media translators
fall prey to elisions and simplifications: their use of terms
like "AIDS test"~ "promiscuity", "AIDS carrierR tends to
distort the scientific facts and their social implications. Media
"science" artiCUlates the same old prejudices in new "objective"
language. Science reporters pretend that activists and right wing
fanatics have "politicised" AIDS, yet do not acknowledge the
political imp'ica~ions of the way the media carve out the AIDS
information landscape.
i8
The way AIDS is repor-t.edon in the med; a has 1ed to the
de~'~lopmen)tof a whoJe language of AIDS, through which various
agendas are transmitted. P.encewe read of "gay plagues"1 we come
to associate HJ.V with War metaphors, we see only images of thin
and deathly PE?OPle (thereby conflating HIV and AIDS), and the
virus becomes personified in ways which give it intent and a
mission. one of the most glaring examples of this f.sthe use of",
the word "victim". As already discussed, this vibrd has been
rejected by PWA's and AIDS wqrkers worldwide for it implies..
passivit.y, dependance, helplessness and defeat. Furthermore, it
has been easy to blame these "victims" for their plight - not only
are they (physically) sick, but depraved too. As cr~we (1992,
p14) notes
"t~ be able to blame others is psychologically reassuring! the
fact that it is their fault divides 'us' from 'them'. We are
innocent '~"at the mercy of fate - they are gui 'l ty, ~nd have
behaved in such a way as to put all of us at risk. Thus the
desire to know the origi~ of the disease is in fact the desire to
be assured that we are not at fault1 that we have been invaded
from without, polluted by some external agent."
This desire to know the origin of the disease has led to two main
concerns - firstly to locate and isolate the infected (mainly
through testing but also through the concept of notification) and
secondly to find the source of t.he virus in a biological sense.
Thus the history of AIDS has been marked by a need to blame,
1ead in9 to st igmat i'sat;on of those who have beCOme infected wi th
HIV. At this point it is helpful to examine how social
constructions of blame and stigma are internalised.
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2.2.7 The public and stigma
Herek and Glunt (19.88) researched public reactions to AIDS, which
they came to call an epidemic of stigma.
"A stigma is a mark of shame or discredit. The focus of social
psychological research on stigma is not on the mark itself,
however! so much as on the social relationships in which a
particular mark is defined as shameful or discrediting" (Herek and
Blunt, 1988, pa8S).
The authors say that AIDS is stigmatised because serious diseases
are often st igmat ised and because it has come to be asecc if.ited
with groups which are already stigmatised. On the former 'point
they come to two conclusions:
1. AIDS is incurable and progressive and transmissable.
Therefore people with HIV are seen as putting others at risk, as
having inflicted the virus on themselves and as upsettingly
disfigured when in the late stages of AIDS.
2. AIDS confronts the noninfected with the reality of death~ a
fundamenta1 anxiety.
According to Schutz (in Herek and Glunt, 1988, p8a7)
"the pragmatic objective of daily life (the 'natural attitude') is
to construct experiences that avoid this fundamental anxiety".
AIDS-related stigmatisation reprf)ants such a construction:
healthy individuals distance themse1ves from death by defining the
illness as an affliction of others. With aome serious il"ltless€:s,
such attempts to maintain the natural attitude lead to
attributions of individual character fllaws to diseased per-sona,
Cancer patients, for example, are portrayed as repressing emotions
or lacking the will to be well. Although considerable victim-
blaming on the basis of individual characteri~tics has also
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occurred with AIDS, blaming nhe. social groups. to which most
"II,Americans with AIDS belong has been much more \,?ommon.
\\
AIDS has predominantly affected groups where there ;s pre--axisting
\ I
stigma. Consequently, the stigma attached to AIDS as an illness
is layered upon this pre-existing stigma. T~~ result is that as
public perceptions of AIDS become inextricably tied to perceptions
of the groups a:'.~ongwhich it is most prevalent, the stigma of
disease and death become attached to the groups themselVes. AIOS
has become a symbol: reactions to AIDS are often synonymous with
reactions to gay men, drug users, racial minorities, or outsiders
in general.
BecauSe of its prevalence amongst already stigmatised groups, AIDS
can easily be exploited for ideological and political purposes.
The American government's initiaL'sl.'ow response to, AIDS can be
understood in part as a response i.~othis politicisatiorr of
stigma (Altmah) 1986).
2.2.8 The individual psychology (It :stigma
One of the consequences of the anxiety that AIDS evokes i~ ;that
i
individual judgements and c~oisions associated with AIDS (such as
decisions around risk behaviour) are often made under conditions.
of anxiety and are thus likely to be dt::!fe:otive.AIDS anxiety may
lead p~ople to holieve that not enough time remains to weigh
carefully the strengths and weaknesses of various solut.ions to an
AIDS-related problem. This belief is likely to foster a
hypervigilant style of decisiori making in which th. easiest or
most readily available perceived solution is embraced
precipitously without considering its consequences. For example,
an overestimation of HIV's infectiousness could (through
hypervigilance) lead to calls for quarantine of all HIV positive
people without really cons tdar+nq the flaws of such an option.
Public misunderstanding of scientists' use Of probsbilistic
statements in describing HIV risks further complicates the
problem. A scientist~ for example, might accur aze ly state that
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the risk clfHIV transmission through saliva is theoret.ijcal1y
possible but extremely unlikely, since as a porson trained to know
that the null hypothesis cannot, be proved, the ao+errtiat;wi 11
refrain f rom saying that such transmission is impossib1ie. Lay
peop le may misinterpret this phrasing, however, to mean that such
transmissi(:>h{s possible or somewhat likely and may adopt a
heuristic of "better saf'e than sorry" or "you can't be too
careful" tn gutde their behaviour.
When loaking at AIDS and already stigmatised minorities, Herak and
Glunt (198~11) talk of the utility of a functional appr-ouoh to
heterosexuals' attitudes towa.rds lesbians and gay men. Within
this perspective, attitudes are understood according to the
psychological needs they meet. Anti-gay attitudes app'~ar to fit.
into two broad functional categories. First, anti-gay attitu~es
can help a heterosex~al person to fit experiences (past or
anticipated) with le·sbians and gay men into existing cognitive
categories, thereby guiding futUre behaviour with the goal of
maximising benefit to on~self (for example, by confirming one's
own norm.1ity). Second, expressing anti-gay attitudes can help an
individual to increase self-esteem, reduce anXiety, or secure
social support (Herek and Glunt, 1988).
The psychological functions served by attitudes concerning AIDS
may be closely related to those served by attitudes towards gay
peopls. For examr.Te , PWA's may be assigned to a cognitive
category alrea.dy existing for gay people and the affect resulting
from 19ative experiences with gay peple may be transferred to
PWA's. Negative stereotypes of gay people (eg. as preying on
young peop1e) may be imputed to PWA's as well. Alternatively, a
fundamentalist Christian might condemn homosexuality as a way of
affirming her rr his sense of self as a good Christian and thereby
increasing self-esteem. AIDS might be interpreted as God's
punishment for homosexuality) anj expressing a similar
condemnation for people with AIDS might bolster self-esteem. Or a
person whose hosti 1ity towards ga"/people 1:sbased on unresolved
intrapsYchic conflic~s may experience similar anxieties associatad
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with AIDS. S;nce AIDS 1inks homosexua 1ity with death Tit may
off~r a ~ocus for anxieties associated with both.
,;:-::'-
So stigma may serve a number of functiohs. It may allow for self-
protection 'j f one be1ieves that a11 peep 1e with HIV shou 1elf be
avoided. It may guide behaviour and enhance self esteem and i~\
may reduce anxiety.
2.2.9 Research findings on stigma
Having briefly examined the individua1 dYnamics of stigma in a
theoretical sense, it would be valuable at this point to~review
some research f; nd ings on st;9ma in re1at 'j on to H!V and A~DS.
Henry, Campbell and Willenbring (1990), for axample, found that
the followi.ng variables were highly correlated with positive"
behav iOUI"S and att itudes towards peop 1e with AIDS (PWA's) = lower
homophobic scores,,,higher AIDS knowledge scores, expressed
confidence in medical information and a greater number of'previous
contacts with PWA's. Also, those wi~h a family member o'r8108e
friend with AIDS also showed positive behaviours and attitudes.
This suggests that if people are already more tolerant of
homosexua 1;ty, if they are informed about AIDS I ; f they be1;eve 'j n
the medical information on AID'S and if they have soma personal
experience of PWA's then they are less stigmatis;ng of PWA's. It
would seem that such people are changed by personal experiences
with AIDS and thus more open to examining their beliefs.
Another study revealed that high school students who had
persistent anxieties about social contacts with HIV infected
persons also condoned social ostracism of such people In numerous
comments (Skurnick, Johnson and QUinones, 1991). Again the
implication is that lack of contact with PWA's could lead to fear
and a greater need for social distance. Or converselY, the
$tudents used social distance to protect themselves from
confronting very rea.l anxieties about AIDS.
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A study by Galt, Gi1.1;es and wi1 son (1989) looked at the knowledge
and attitudes of YOLmg adults in .8ritaintowards AIDS. Their
result,sshowed that the majority were well informed about the main
transmission routes and how to avoid infection. However,
confusion existed about some aspects, including tral':1smissionvia
blood and saliva. Many did not show sympathy for PWA1s who are
homosexual or IVDU's (intravenous drug usets). Most believed they
were not (itrisk of contact ing HIV, inc1uding those \'Ihosesexua 1
behaviour put them at risk. Th is' could suggest t.hat information
per se maY not be sufficient to allay fears and that some fears
persist in spite of this information. Information also does not
always lead to behaviour change. It would appear'"that by holding
on to their b~liefs about gays and drug users, youh9 adults are
able .to deny their own risks and 'responsibi1ities.
An interesting swiss study (Haettich, Helminger and Hornung, 1992)
looked at the predictor9 of discrimination towards people with HIV
and AIDS. A rand91Jlsample af Swiss citizens between 20 and 70
were interviewed face to face using a specially constructed sum
index.of nt ne bipolar rating scales. To test for the effect of
the social category, four variants (heterosexual, homosexual, IVDU
and haemophiliac PWAjs) were rotat.edrandomly throughout the
sample. The IVDU was eva luat.edmost negatiVely, only slight1y
mor-e negatively than the homosexua'l, The most favourable
evaluation was given to the h,emophiliac. In every case example~
societal authoritarianism was'one of the strongest predictors of
1 . . .. . ~
high discrimination. Interpersonal mistrust had a great influence
regarding the IV drug user and the heterosexual variants. Knowing
someone with HIV/AIDS, sex, relt sion and knowledge about
transmission were significant predictors in rating the different
social categories. Again, social distance seems to playa role in
attitudes towards PWA's. Also, the more conservative and rigid
one is, the greater the chance of one judging others.
Another stigma study was conducted in california by Grusky, Mearns
and smith (1992). The aim of the research was to ~onstruct a
theoretica1ly-based measure of peolDle'sstigmatisation of
individual's with AIDS based on Jones et al's six dimensions of
stigma: concealability,
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course or outcome, d t sr-uptiveneae , aesthetic qual ities, or-istn and
peri1. The assessment of undergraduate opinions was based on this
scale as well as a. social distance scale, b~havioural change
questions and AIDS knowledge. Stigma, social distance and
behaviour change were moderately intercorrelated with each ethe .
Social distance was negatively correlated with both stigma and
behaviour change. stigma and behaviour change were pos f t ive t y
cor+e labed , Individuals scar-ing high 'instigma reported being
1ess wi 'j 1ing to accept; be;ng in contact with PWA' s, and they
reported en~aging in more behavioural changes to avoi.d coming into
contact with HIV. The authors concluded that'-\
"the rilev;sed 30- oj tem st igma seale exhfbtJ:.e,~iA. ' ;~ate ;nt~Y'na1, .
consistency, as well as significant correlatle"ns the expected
direction with criterion measures. Th~ scale \'!.asalso
uncorrelated with the Marlowe Crowne soc t a l desirability scale.
This resear,.::hsUSlgests t0at the st i9ma $Cq 1e can bE"/,·Usedas a
unitary measure of people , attitudes towards PWA'so (Grusky et a1
1992, pD523).
Th; s study wou 1d Seem to conf t rm the Olll::' sal ready quoted.
Bouton, Gallaher and Garli~ghouse, (1987) constructed two scales,
one for measuring attitudes towards the fear of A:tDS and one for
measur Ins attitudes t.owar-de homosexuality', using. ihurstone's
method of equal-appearing intervals. They were then given to
university students to determine t.heirrespective reliabilitiea.
Factor analyses were also done to determine what factors underlie
the atrtitudes measured by the two scales and to determ"ine if fear
of AIDS and homophobia are in fact simply two facets of the same
attitude: fear of homosexuals. The results indicated high
r .l t ab ilit ies of both scales and a r-elat tve t y low ccr re t at t on
between the two scales suggesting that the scales do measure
different attitudes.
This study has important implications because if homophobia and
"A!DSphobia" are separate phehomena then how is that at times they
co-exist? In addition, it would seem to conflict with the
findings of Henry et al, as outlined above. Certainly, his
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findings have ilr'lpl+cat.ions for this research report which examt nas
correlations between AIDSphobia and homophobia.
~.2.10 South African studies
A few studies have been conducted in South Africa which h4ve also
looked at stigma and HIV/AIDS.
Joffe (1992) lroked at the concept of otherness (relating to AIDS)
;11 a society which had pre~ex;st;ng divisions (South AFrica). She
found that most of the whites in her study thought AIDS originated
in Africa and most of the bl~ck people thought it originated in
the US, England or the West. One third of the sample associated
the sp~ead of KIV with inter-racial sex, and one fifth with 'inter-
racial ltving. Two thirds of the whites belie~ed AIDS was most
prevalen'p a.mong blaqk({South Africans. However, a third of the
black respondents th'od'ghtit most prevalent among white South
Africans. Once more~ it appears that people deal with their fears
about AIDS by proj ect ins these onto other peop 1e in 1:30C iety,
people who are the most different from them. Interestingly,
people who transgress social barriers may be seen as the conduits
of infection.
Mathews, Kuhn and Metcalf (1990) looked at knowledge, attitudes
and beliefs about AIDS in township school stUdents in Cape Town.
the key findings of their study may be summarised as folloWS
1. Most students had heard of AIDS and the majority knew it was
infectious.
2. More than half were confused or lacked knowledge about the
modes of transmission.
3. Twa-thirds believed AIDS could be prevented but knowled~e of
prevention strategies was superficial.
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4. Two-thirds were not aware that AIDS was incurable.
6. Students did not acknowledge that AIDS could affect them
directly.
6. They attributed AIDS to prostitutes and 'promiscuous peop1.'-
in 36J4% of the responsSs and tu 'white' people in 23,8% of
responses.
7. They expressed intolerance, fear and rejection of PWA.'sand
only 674% would accept an infected person into their classrooms.
Mathews et a1 (1990, p515) note that
"stigmatisa.tionof disease often resulves in denial qf personal
risk. The results indicate that students will show intolerance,
fear and rejection towards PWA's based on their fee1ihgs at
present. Education needs to instil a non-discriminatory attitUde
towards people with the diseaseu,
It seems, then, that South African studies show that South
Africans, invoke the ~~me defences (as people from other countries)
when deal;ng with AIDS buc that these are overlaid with issues of
race. In sum, these studies reveal that there are complex
intorrelations in the different attitudes towards AIDS and that
u'lt tmat.e ly a crucial factor,determining attitudes seem to be the
defence against admitting personal rt sk ,
2.2.11 Attitude chanae
Given these levels of stigma, and given that there is an
acceptance that there is a need to address $tigma if the spread Of
HIV is to be limited, what Can be done? Herek and Glunt (1988,
peS9) write:
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"because of the di a 1ect ica 1 re 1at ionsh; p betwe~ll ; deo log ies and
tnd+v.tdua'l attitudes, any attempt t("j eradicate AIDS-related stigma
must target both .1evels. AIDS education programmes must be
designed not only to impart information to individuals but also td
reduce the stigma attached to AIDS. public policy must. not only
respond to the technical issues of treatment and preve'mtion but
must also help to establish c1ear social norms of respect and
compassion fer HIV-infected personsft•
On the +issue of chang; ng atti tudes, the authors note that to the
ext.errt that ; ndi vi dual s resppnd to AIDS pr+mar t 1y as a threat to
personal well being (their own or that of their loved ones}t they
wi11 be most influenced by educational programmes that clearly
present factual information about AIDS in a context that reduces
anxiety while explicitly countering the misuse of cognitive .
heuristics. Furthermore, such progralmmes shou l d address pre-
existing stigma because facts in themselves do not.
"AIDs-related stigma f s a problem fOI" all of society. It imposes
severe hardshj ps on the peep 1e who are its targets, and it
ultimatelY interferes with treating and preventing HIV infection.
By attacking AIDS-related stigma, we create a social climate
conducive to a~rational, effective and compassionate response to
this ep;demic"(_{Her-ek and Glunt, 1988, pe90).
2.3 HEALTH/AIDSEDUCATION
In the absence of a cure, and recognising that isolation of the
infected +s neither pr-aot.t ca l nor morally accept.ab l e , the
worldwide response to the AIDS pandemic has been to use education
to prevent infecti~;::n and lessen stigma.
AIDS education needs to be seen in the context of general health
education. Tones (1990, p2) has defined health education as
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"any planned activity which promotes health or,illness~related
learning, 1e. some relatively permanent change in an individual's
competence or disposition. Effective health education may produce
changes in understanding .orways of thinking; it may bring about
some shift in belief or attitude; it may influence or clarify
values; it may facilitate the acquisition of skills and it may
even effect changes in behaviour or lifestY1e."
Thus most health educatipn needs to take into account broader
societal issues rather tIl'anmerely focusi.ngon behaviour change in
disempowered indiv.idua1s.
2.3.1 Principles of health education
French (1990) has listed the underlying prinCiples of ideal health
education asf~Jl10ws :
(a) client involvement in planning and evaluation;
(b) promotion of self e~teem and autonomy~
(c) non-qc)rci.onand voluntarism;
(d) sensitivity to social~ economic and environmental factors;
(e) the valuing of others;
(f) continuous evaluation; and
(g) responsibility for the accuracy of f n+ormat t on and the
appropriateness of methods used.
Thus hea1th education shoUld try to facilitate genuine free choice
rather than coerce or persuade. However, genuine free choice is
quite rare and is limited by factors such as "learned
helplessness", low self esceem , addictions.and structural barriers
that exist in all unequal societies. One consequence of ignoring
structural barriers is to blame the individual fo\~his or her
plight rather than the contexts in which he or she finds hims~lf
(Tot1es~1990, p2). This is known as victim blaming.
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Another" goal of health education is to avoid messages which
engender fear. Janis and Feshbach (1953) have noted that fear-
based education may reduce the effectiveness of giving
information, as people may avoid messages which arouse fear.
Fear-generating information 1s unacceptable un1ess beh~viour
change can reduce the emotional tension produced. Excessive
arousal of fear was, for example, found to be counter-productiVe
in a national drug-abuse information campaign (Sherr, 1990).
Similarly,. hea1th campaigns which go beyond the simple
presentation of information may offend the target audience 'in some
way, allowing them to distance themselves from pertinent mes~ages.
For examp 1e, a study of smok ing pr-everrtion campaigns in Canada
betweei1 1981 and 1985 showed that highly defensive high-risk
audiences may reject a media programme on the slightest prete?<t.
"A particUlar turn of phrase or momentary loss of interest can
generate negative attitudes that persist for the. remainder of the
programme and beyond. Such audiences were particularly critical
of attempts at dramatic characterisation and of the realism or
relevance of dramatic situations. They suspected all but the
plainest o~ statistical evidence and were apt to detect a
preaching or patronising approach where hone could conceivably
have been ;ntended" (Baggal ey ;n WHO, 1991, p28).
2.3.2 Health education models
A framework for understanding health education models, suggested
by Taylor (1990), is based on two dimensionsr the nature of
knowledge and the nat.ure of society. This leads to a postulation
of four modele :
i. The traditional perspective Which ;s expert-based, didactic,
founded on the belief that information leads to behaviour change
and sees health as a social product.
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2. The humani~t. perspective which is underpinned by the belief
that individuals develop skills, understanding and awareness
through participative learning and can use rational thinking to
change the way they act.
3. The radical humanist pet'spec'tivewhich aims to raise
consciousness and decrease alienation caused by our
socialisation. Health education is concerned here with
facilitating and supporting the formation of community-based
groups to provide a theoretical analysis of the relationship
between health, illness and economic class structure. Health
educatiqn is linked to initiatives which challenge capitalism.
4. The radical structuralist perspective which aims to provide a
theoretical analysis .of the relationship between health, illness
and economic class structure. Health education is linked to
initiatives which challenge capitalism.
2.3.3 The health belief model
One health model which has been explicitly tested in relation to
AIDS and HIV is the health belief model (HBM). Using Taylor's
framework it could be said to be a humanist model because it
relies upon the individual's ability to think and act rationally.
It also assumes that people can rise above structural limitations
through awareness and information.
Within this model four factors account for variation in health
behaviour - perceived susecptibility (vulnerability to threat).
perceived benefits (effectiveness of one's own strategies),
perceived severity (seriousness of the threat) and perceived
barriers (the possible negative consequences of health actions).
In an attempt to impr-ove the predictive abi 1tty of the HBM the
concept of self-efficacy has been incorporated, ie. the
individual's percep~ion that he or she can successfully execu~e
the behav 1our' requ ired to produce des; red outcomes. With regard
to HIV, it has beer, found by Brown, DiClemente ane Reynolds (1991
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that theHBM performed considerably less adequately than had been
reported for other health beha.viours. Brown et a1 (1991, p57)
concluded that
"perhaps the HIV epidemic is a phenomenon that does not neatly fit
within the psychological paradigm of the HBM, at. least not with
the degree of predict.ive validity necessary to plan prevention
programmes."
, !The HeM may be limited in relation to the AIDS epidemic because
it seems to fail to address issues which may underpin the spread
of HIV, namely poverty, poor education and health care) unequal
power relations between the sexes, racism, sexism, social decay
and stigma. Hence even if one could perceive AIDS as a threat, if. ';'
one was forced ';nto prost itut; on for economi c reasons ,one mi ght
not be in a position to act on that perception.
2.3.4 Ideology and AIDS educatioQ
Education, and especially AIDS education, often c1aims to be free
of any bias or slant. This is c~...arly not the case. watney (in
Carter ~nd Watney, 1986) contends that most AIDS education
reinforces the construction of negative attitudes to AIDS and
people with the HIV virus. There are, in his view, two basic
approaches to AIDS education, the Terrori~t model and the
Missionary model.
In the Terrorist model, HIV is regarded as an exS~~rnal invader and
an illegal immigrant. From this perspective peop1e with HIV are
called AIDS carriers, harbingers of a deadly disease. The only
solution to this invasion ;s to invoke the so called AIDS test (so
called because the test is for the HIV virus not the disease AIDS)
to root out all the carriers. This thinking is based on the
belief that all people with HIV can be detected and the epidemic
t.hereby halted. In th is mode 1 HIV testing ;s regarded as a .neans
of primary prevention rather than as a measure of access to health
care. The approach is justified on the grounds that it protects
the genera1 population while ignoring th~ needs and rights of
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infected individuals. Quarantine and punitive measures,abound in
this model because people with HIV ar e a problem for society.
Once infected, a person loses his or her membership of this
society. The primary focus of this model is on the 'otherness~ of
PWA's. It is a reductionist view, seeing all those living with
the virus as having a unitary set of symptoms. It completely
ignores the huge varj19ty of symptoms which PWA's display and it
sees all of them as bei n9 on the bri nk of d~ath. By thei r
otherness people wi"c.h HIV and AIDS lose their right to participate
in society. This thinking is not for~ign to our country which has
for decades denied black people's basic r';ghts on the basis of
their otherness.
The Missionary model perceives HIV as an evi 1 .sp i rit which takes
over its. "victims" through immorality, bestiality, unnatural 'acts
and ungodly practices. The sOlution to this is a return to the
traditional values of JLideo-Chri.stian morality and its core
institutions, marriage. and the family. Chastity or a monopamous
heterosexua.\J mar r iage are thus i nvoked as a protect ion a.gainst
sinners and"deviants Who' threaten the divine order. A primarily
moral solution will thus save the pure from/the depraved. If HIV
and AIDS are seen as divine retribution or part of the natural
order then PWA's hav~ only themselves to blame.
Both models are .able to draw on Iooa'l culturaJ:. and ideological
construct; ons ; n ; di oeyncr-at t c and unpr-ed ictabl e ways. Thi s hf~$
meant irltroducing conf1.icting messages and measures to combat
AIDS. Britain's government-run AIDS. programme has been described
as low-profile, anti-interventionist and neo-liberal. Yet at the
same time the Department of Health and the Department of Education
and Science 'ave felt sufficiently confident to step in and censor
education ma....er ia l s produced by the. government's own Health
Education Authority on the grounds that they do not toe the moral
1; ne (Watney ; n Carter and Watney, 1989}.
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Similar examples abound here in South Africa (crewe, 1992) :
1. AIDS educators are told ~hey can tell young people about the
transmission of HIV (including sexual transmission) but they may
not tf.ilkabout condoms lest the)~ ~hcourage premarital sex.
2. AIDS educators may tell prisoners about AIDS and the value of
cbndoms but they may not distribute condoms because officIally sex
does not occur in prisons (and sex between men is illegal).
3. AIDS training packaqas are produced for schools but individuai
teachers may be allowed to choose Which modules they wish to teach
depending on their re1ative discomfort with the material.
4. Explicit AIDS education.materials are produced for people who
have heterosexual sex but when similar explicitness is
demonat.r-atiedir. material for the gay community then there are
cautions about promoting homosexuality.
5. Religious leaders present monogamy within the context of a
social}y sanctioned bond and question the safety of condoms. By
doing so they suggest that the only form of safer sex is sex
that occurs within a momogi;1mousheterosexual marriage.
6. The SCRte campaigns emphasise the nead to reduce the number of
partner-;, The imp1icati on here is that thE? fewer sexual'
partners one has, the less the risk of infection. The message
ignores the fact that a single "unsafe" act with an infected
person is suffi cfent to transmi t. the vi rus . A mor-e accurate and
clearer message would state that it is what you do sexually, not
how many times you do it or with how many partners, .that
determi nes the risl{ of infect; on.
It would appear, then, that South African AIDS education
strategies adopt some of the thinking of both th~ missi~nary and
terrorist model. They do so by presenting AIDS as something which
will not happen to the general population and by invoking moral
and f'el;gious norms as a protection against infection. There;s
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implied jUdgement of pe.opl e with HIV and Alli)S as being un-
christian, immoral and ant;--family.
It appearu tha-e SCluth African government educat.i on programmes are
not so much interested in limiting the spreqad of HIV as in
limiting the amount and type of sex that peop l e are having. They
have struggH~d to grasp the notion of "safer sex" (; rrespective of
how often or. between. whom it takes place) ver-sus "1ess sex".
Individuals need informal,ion which can help to limit risk,
information Which does not. imply a jl.ldgement; of whether that sex
is heterosexual or homosexual, frequent or infrequent.
"The problem +s that to 'reduce the humber 01: partners! is an
epidemiologist's messege, relevant to rates of infection in the
overall population, but irrelevant to the individual who want, to
e1 -aminate risk" (Crewel, 1992, p62).
It woul d appaar that another government concern in south Afr; ca
has been not to offend white people. Publicly, most south African
whites have very consery~tive attitudes about sex, and express
moral objections to explicit safer sex c~mpaigns and the promotion
of condoms. In addition to posters, the State produced pamphlets
in 81 T languages which, bec~,use. they were not eva.l uatied before
being distributedj were largely r'ejected by the tar-get audience
because of faulty~ inaccurate and insensitive translation (crewe,
1992).
Thus AIDS education abroad and here in south Africa has been
located within ;de010g;ca1 frameworks Which are r~ot value free ahd
which ref 1ect che dominant ideo log ies in these soc i et; e~:" I f AIDS
programmes are aimed at changing behaviour and attitudes they may
in fact be subverting their own intentions. One needs to adopt a
critical approach to the evaluation of these programmes.
\
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The education course under study, run by the Community AIDS
!nformat,ion and Support Centre, encompasses elements of both the
humanist and radical humanist models in that it looks both at
rational thinking at an individual level and at structura1 issues.
It is critical of dominant 1deolo~ies and endeavours to give its
participants an insight into how ~ocieties construct realities and
how individuals perpetuate these realities.
2.4 EVAbUATION OF AIDS EDUOATION PROGRAMMES
Having examined some of the ideological and theoretical
underpinnings of A!DS education programmes it is appropriate to
review specific programmes and to see how and why they worked.
This win help to explain some of the difficulties in addres::.;ing
the problem of attitude change.
It is, however, extremely difficult to eva1uate the success of
education programmes. As Levine (1991, p157) has noted,
evaluating the outcomes of AIDS education
Uis complicated for many reasons: the difficUlty in establishing
Which intervention, if any, makes a difference; the difficulty in
determining the effect of other messages in the background; the
problems of establishing controls where it Js unethical to
withholq prevention information from one group; the problem of
9$neral;s~ng; rapidly changing norms; the difficulty in following
up reportl3d behav iou r change and the prob1ems of asses~; n9 any
self-reported behaviour change.h
Despite these problems, it is imperative to evaluate programmes to
understand their effectiveness.
There have been many studies looking at change in attitude ~o AIDS
(and changes in knowledge and risk behaviour) as a r$sult of
education of some kind. A very brief rev;e\>/gf some stupies of
AIDS education in the non-health worker population follows. Thi,si
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review categorises the studies primarily in terms of the way they
attempted to chan,ge attitudes and bel iefs.
2.4.1 Cognitive-based programmes
8ell, Fe'dman and Griasom (1990) found that hour+Lonq AIDS
education seas ions resulted in know1edge acquisition and increased
confidence among a demographically representative sample of 3966
US trainees. This study recommended that such sessions take into
account affective dimensions because this might allow the improved
confidence to persist. A problem with this study was that it did
not fo}low up the reported changes.
Platt, Iguchi and Mathis (1992) found that when a cognitively-
based skjlls tra'ining programme ("Training in Interpersonal
Problem-So.lving") WaS used over sight sessions with a gro.up of
1n'travenous drug users,
"underlying thinking ski lls cou ld be significantly +murovad along
a dimension related to generating optional ways o.fco.ping with
high risk situations" (pD448).
Hence these drug users were able to use ~ational ways of reducing
their risks of contiacbinq HIV through their hab it, It seems that
by offering the sessions OVer time, even a purely cognitive
programme could have some impact.
Strauss at al Looked at the impact of an interdiscipli(4ary
university course on AIDS Which focus$ed on how societies deal
with contagion, stigma, disability, death, soo t al fJtratifica.tion
i:<.ndaccess to scarct:!resources. A pre and !Jostcourse
quest; anna; re was admi n istered to the at.udents who at,tended th~
course, whtvh involved weekly lectures, readings and a graduate
seminar. Although the stUdents were found atlthe be0inning of the
cour-se to be more in+orrnad about AIDS than a nat 'jana 1 sa,'l1P1a of US
per-sons aged 18 to 29, they st i 11 showed concern aboUt cont racttns
HIV through sharing eating utensils (7%), eating in a restaUrant
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where the cook has the virus (6%), being coughed or sneezed on by
an infected person (8%) and about infection from mosquitoes (10%).
This relatively low ievE~lof precourse concern was reduced dlur;ng
the course.
In a~dition, this same $tudy found that attitudes towards the
rights of health workers to refuse to care for peopl. infected
with HIV changed over the course. There was a significant
reduct;on ;n the percent·a.geof those who indicated that physi ciana
(-13:,7%) and nurses (....13 i' 5%) had such a right. Furtfi~r attitude
changes were found, demons tr-at.ing by th~;cour-se end ;ncr'eased
understand; ng and talerarice for per-sonswho are HIV pos;tive. The
par-ttcular session of thE!,course mast higl11y ranked was "The human
side of AIDS", in wh ich a.panel of PWA's disCl~$',SE;'rlth€!problems,
they had encountered with 1~haJI~disease.
Th!s study revealed a t1uO'iber'of important pOl nti:?~ that even where
AIDS knowledge was high, prejudiced attitudes persisted; that
,: II . . \~these attitudes could change through an exdhange of ideas; that
some kind of expe rierrtf a'l input (e9, by meetillg with and talking
to PWA's) gave greater impetus to attitude change; afldthat
education over time is more powerful than a one-off session.
These points were confirmed ip a study by Ordonana, Gutierez and
Martit1ez (1992) which found t.haba short term intervention on AIDS
(four sessions) was effective in increasin9 knowledge in a group
of high school student.s, but had lit.tleor no.effect on attitudes
or behaviour.
On the other hand I 6bmmun ity d i>~~QUSSion groups -f¢tI..JSS ins on
information, attitudes and high risk beha-t iour cona~.1ctedin one-
off three-and-a-half hour Tong oessions resulted in,signifioant
pos.itive shifts in a'11these d tmans-ione (Mi11er, B061raem and
\_.'
Flowers, 1990).
These cognitive programmes seem to suggest that there isos6me
effectiveness in a discussion-type approach in changing attitudes.
An exchange of id&as and an appeal to intellectual and rational
understandings can work, although perhaps more effectively in a
population which is already reasonably ~ducated. However, it
(/
I'i)
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seems that time is an issue - longer courses of education may
produce gi"eater chanse . r=urthermore ~ when an affecti ve or
experiential component is included in cognitive programmes, they
are grE~at1y strengthened.
2.4.2 part.icipative programmes
These program~es go beyond the presentation and discussion of
"leas and allow the par-tic t parrce to interact with each other
through a variety of techniques and simulations to challenge
att it.udes,
Gross (in Berger, 1991) reported that interactive teaehing methods
(adult education with gloa1 sett'ing, games, exercis!3s and group
wor-k ) were more successfu 1 t.han didact ic methods (1ectures, case
stUdies) in increasing HIV/AlbS knowledge.
smt th and Katner (1992) assessed the re1at', ve effect; veness of'
three AlbS prevention strategies (role plays, questions and
answers, a PWA presentation) in improving knowledge, attitudes and
behaviours. The high school students who participated in the
study were assigned to three groups, one group participated i~
role pl~ys, another in a question arid answer session and the third
in a PWA presentation. They were evaluated on knowledge,
attitudes and practices (ie. intentions to take on safer practices
\'\
re1ating to AIDS) immediately after the 'intervention and at five
weeks. The role players percei ved the'ir ;I1terventi9t' as the more
worthwhile, more interesting and less embarrassing <;\ndevidenced
the greatest positive changes in risk behaviours and attitudes.
Whi1e this would appear to contradict a pre¥ious conclusion that
PWA presentations are effective, it adds anctihar dimension, that
of experiential learning. ay playing roles and games, it seems
that one is forced to admit new percepticms to one's mind set
\ . . ,
about AIDS. It might also suggest that a combination of educative
techniques is the most powerful intervention.
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2.4.3 PWA-based programmes
As was suggested by strauss et al's programme, the USe of PWA's to
assist with HIVJAIDS education is important. (/
\\
..-"':'-,.l1
, , ,"(A Kenyan study by Muriuki, Dar and valdez (1992) showed that the
use elf peop le wit.hHIV as educators and faQ; 1itators in AIDS
education programmes allowed for changes in behaviour and
attitudes, mainly through the SUccess a group of such educators
had in becoming an established A10S Service Organisation. such
recognition gy the Kenyan authQrities is aocorded only to
organisations which were ~ound to be effective in their work,
suggesting that the direct involvement of PWA's ;n the programme
contributed to its efficacy.
2.4.4 Drama-based programmes
Evidance...of the power of exp lor;t1gdifferent educati ve techni ques
was .revealed in an evaluation of the effect of ,cjramaon attitudes)"',
'. . _, I.,.'
to AIDS. McEwan, Shopal and Patton (199t) found thit there was
attitude change to a range of HtV and AIDS-related issues (condom
usage, safer sex, risk factors, behav iour change) because drama
appealed more to affective rather than cognitive thought
processes. The drama SOU9(rt to empower young people rather than
simply impart information.
By hOw ;t shou 1d be cl~,ad'that' one techn ique on its own may not be
suff; cHmt to cha llerige attitudes and that; f ~duc ..i}torsare to
make any headway in informing and challenging people about AIDS
they need to employ a range and variety .ofapproaches.
'c
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2.5 HIV TESTING AS EDUCATION
Having looked at programmes formally aimed at, education, it is
also valuab1e to examine, briefly, other interventions which have
an impact on knowledge, attitudes and behaviour. In a <;;';ense,
these interventions are an extension of experiential interventions
and may also be seen as a variation on PWA programmes. In both
these interventions (the experiential and the PWA), participants
are encouraged to imagine what it would be like to be HIV
positive. s+mf t.ar-j y , having the HIV test is a way of going
through this process.
For example, Gun\siriza, onen and Bitarabeho (1992) f ound that
s ign ificann di.fn\rences in responses (i ncr-eaaad condom usage,
reduction in sexu\~l partners and a marked difference in atti.tudes)
s ixsmon'ths after pre and post HIV test counsell 1i1g and education
were reported by clients attending an AIDS information centre in
Kampala. However this was not the case in a study by Unda,
Feliciano and ot'aeu-aar-kc (1992) which found that while there was
an increase in knowledge and an improved attitude to people ,,,,ith
HIV/AIDS after pre and post test counselling, there was not a
significant charise in the sexual. behaviour.
According to Plasencia (1992), confrontation in the form of the
option of HIV testing with pre and post test counselling after ~
talk on AIDS (in a corporate setting) was a powerful tool in
changing attitudes.
"People were confronted wi'~hcpersonal questioning of their 6wn
risk behaviour, personal ~hvolvement in test
with the empowering of self-responsibility.
people bec:ame involved" (pD464).
decision-making and
Attitudes changed and
The corporation assumed its responsibility to make ~IDS
information and condoms ava t lab le : it guaranteed confidential ity'~~',
by cont.act,ing an outs ide. agency to do the test; I1g; it avo; ded
stigma, making it [testing] corporation policy required (.ifall.
The authors ,noted how there was sti 11 a tendency to regard the
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person with HIV or AIDS as the "other", the "libertine, the
degenerate, the prostitute" (pD464).
This short discussion illustrates the power of experiencing an HIV
"test. It reveals the potential strength of an educative technique
which may be able to replicate a situation in which the individual
is forced to challenge the idea that he or she is not at risk for
HIV.
2.6 HI:ALTH WORKERS AND H!V/AIDS
This section of the literature review focuses on specific attempts
to challenge attitudes and beliefs of healthworkers. This focus
may reveal if there are any difficulties or issues which ar~
peculiar to this community, An additional consideration When
reviewing eduJ'ation of healthworkers lies in their potentia1 to
I
split off thei~pub}ic and private life experiences. I~ focusing
on the risks within their professional work settings (riskS which
have been demcns tr-at.ed to be axt reme ly sma 11 ), such workers may
moru readily avoid examining their risk behaviours in terms of
personal s9>{Dal practices, and may displace anxiety with regard to
the latter on to the former. Thus education of hea t chwor-ker-smay
offer particular challenges.
2.6.1 Th9~ersonal!Drofessional divide
Walker and Aggelton (1992) studied the interface between
professional and scientific understandings of HIV!AIDS and student
nurses' lay beliefs and anxieties about HIV disea~e; The data was
collected f'r-; ...emi-structured small g.roup interviews in six
colleges of nursing. The following'/themes emerged from the data :
(a) nurses believe themselves to be relatively well informed and
the majority of their information about HIV!AIDS ;s gathered
from the media;
I~
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(b) risk;s seen almost exclusively in professional terms;
(c) the idea that 'AIO'S ;s everywhere' is prevalent
(interestingly, this does not get translated into a fear of
contracting HIV through sex but rather the fears are focussed in
the workplace, perhaps because this is a less stigmatised way of·
contracting HIV);
Cd) distinctions are made between those labelled "innocent" and
"guilty"; and
(F," students feel Tooley receive very little support in relation to
dealing with "difficult situations" or when feeling ~nwel1
themselves.
The authors suggest that only when both personal as well as
professiona1 issues are addressed can researchers begin to have a
greater understanding of nurses' responses to AIDS.
Thus as Walker' and A9gel ten have noted, nurses construct a
personal and professional divide in their eyalution of their owr!
at riskness for contracting HIV. They see their primary riskS as
being professional and thus related to the workplace. By so doins
they do not have to take on the issue of their own sexuality and
thereby confront their relationships and their inner conf1icts
around sex, death and morality. This may well be true of health
workers in general.
Furthermore, health workers are reluctant to challenge their
attitudes and beliefs about AIDS because this allows them to
d fs tance themselves from people with HIV and AIDS, confirming the
Uotherness" of the infected. Health professionals may sea it as
accepbabie to contract HIV through, for example, a needlestick
injury (pricking themselves with a hypodermic needle after
injecting a patient), while stitching a wound or by cutting
themselves with a scalpel, as opposed to through a sexual
relationship. The protocols for needlest;ck injuries are well
established, but some health workers do not follow them (eg. by
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not hav in9 the HIV test after 'the exposure to establ ish a basel ine
"HrV status) because for the first time they may have to confront.
their sexual behaviour and the 'i mp lioa'ticns of being HIV positive.
They also confront be; ng on the r~\c.J~ivinS'~end of the \f,ery
attitudes they have helped to perpetuate.
One consequence of this reluctance to integrate private and
profess; ona 1 ri sk ;s that heal tl1 workers exaggerate the risks they
are exposed to. Although these risks are real $ only some 28 to 41
healthworkers have been documented worldwide to have been infected
occupationally (Schoub, 1992). Universal infection control
procedures have been devised to protect health workers but many
nurses and doctors persist in using their OWn judgement in
deciding who they regard as potentially HIV positive.
Another consequence of the perception of r;sk is the call, by
hea 1th wor-ker-s, especi a 11y doctors (Crewe, i 992), for the ri9ht to, .
test all patients for HIV, irrespective of Whether they give
consent o~not. Some doctors are already illegally testing
patients without their consent. They claim that if they know a
patient is HIV positive they will then be mor'e careful. As crewe
(1992, P27) notes
"The response to this must surely be that doctors should
presumably be uniformly careful, regardless of the HIV status of
thei r patients".
Worldwide, there are very few documented cases of doctors
contracting HIV through their work, and the World Health
Organisatiorl (WHO) estimates the risk to be high in only 2% of
surgical pr-ocedur-es. In addition, WHO indicates that the risk of
acquit';ng HJ:V infection in related health care areas is a1so low.
At some Ame rt can hospitals, surgeons who run a high risk of
contracting Hepatitis B (a b1ood-borne virus thr.t annually infects
25 000 health workers and kills approximately 300 worldwide)
refuse to operate on peOple with HIV. In America there is not a
single reported case of HIV being transmitted in the operating
room; only doc cor-s and nurses who care for' patients day after' day,
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and 1aboratory technicians who are constantly exposed to the live
virus have been infected (Goldstein in Garter and Watney, 1989).
Worl dW'ide figures qYer a ten-year peri od for health workers
contracting HIV in the course of their duti~s are very, very low.
NevJrtheless, there are doctors bDth in the US and in South Africa
who have emerged as spokespeople for surgeons refusing to operate
on patients with HIV. One local doctor was cheered ~y students
for his "anti-HIV" stance at ~ debate a~ Wits Medical School as
recently as May 1991 (Crewe, 1992).
Seen from this perspective, it is olaar that health workers are
not exposed to unreasonably high ri.sks in the workplace. Yet
they, like the rest of society, have attitudinal problems with
AIDS and people with HIV. Unlike tl1e rest of society, however,
they can draw on their profesional risks to avoid an examination
of the risk behaviour in their personal lives. For th'is reason
health education on AIDS aimed at health workers needs to
'/"1 gorous 1y cha' 1enge st i9ma and blame and the; r soc ia1
constructions.
"enccur aqed to acknowledge the; r own non-professional risk
behaviours, they may be more likely to identify with PWA's rather
than distancing from them, as evidenced by some of the previous
In addition, if health professionals can be
studi es c itl~d.
Examples of discrimination against people with HIV and AIDS are
lagion. Healthworker-related examples (Altman, 1986r p62) are
also plentiful.
"r.onfirmation that such practices were nof isolated examples came
from the journal 'Emergency Medicine', which in addition to
itemiSing such abuses pointed to the way in which medical~staff,
by us ing precaut ions far beyond those wh ich ar'fa!1~iCedsCl.ryto avo t d
contamination by bod; 1y fluids. - SQ(1le $t~ff ~'idHld\~1jr:itgloves and
masks just to enter an AIDS p~t.i,~nt\\sroom'" ';C<."!5;AS8\ P:$i/~holog;cal
and emotional problems for both those 'AJDS:i!tdd tt.\~Hr
visitors",
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In a summary of .the 1990 Internat.;onal Conference on AJ:DS in aan
Francisco the following points on health workers were mad& :<:
(a) surveys among health care personnel revealed that health care
practices and clinical decision-making were str0f;;glyinfluenced
by attitudes and be1iefs or perceptions (Berger, 1991);
(b) Kai:3s(in Berger, 1991) reported that deni a.l of h~H.'I.lthcare to
homosexual men because of their HIV positive status or diagnosis
was not an insignificant problem;
\
(c) other surveys (Berger, 1991), including those of medical and
dental students and nurses, demonstrated wide variances in
a'ttitudes and beliefs - and ccnsequerrt ty , care practices; and
Cd) conference pr~sentations at San Francisco found that a
disturbing number of physicians and heal ch care professionals
were found to hold ne8ative attitudes towards members of the
major risk groups.
One of the clear conclusions to be drawn from this summary is that
attitudes have implications for care and practice in health
settings. Health care personnel a1lowed these personal opinions
to Cloud their ~rofessional judgement. Furthermore, the negative
attitudes toward "high-risk groups" also,meant that healthworkers
were unable to envisage personal risk.
In an eva 1uat ion of one-day courses run at the 1aunch, of the AlCS
Centre at the South African Institute of Medical Research in 1988,
;t was found that of those who rated themse 1ves as high 1y anx ious .
about being in contact with people with HIV or ~rDS> 57,1% were ~
nurses. Sherr, Christie and Sher (1989, p359) s~ate
"it seems that there 'issome extreme anxiety among health care
'Norkets, in particular nurses, which may need addres:-sing
urgently" .
This illustrates tl1e need for interventions to address the "
knowledge and beliefs of healthworkers in South Africa. An'~ Itra
problem here is the racism which often underpins AIDS atti.tl,(Jes
linkin'g HIV/and its spr-ead to the "'icentiol.lsness" of alack
people.
In rec~nt ye~rs a number of investigations into the attitudes of
health worker;:;to AIDS (and their knowledge of AIDS) have been
conducted.
2.0.2 Attitudes of health~orkers in general.
Guerra, Bar-olI 0 and Figue;.ra (i 992) evaluated hea 1th car-s.,
personnel's perceptions about AIDS, PWA's, their professional role
and its oonsequences on the appearance of occupational stres,s and
burnout. They found that the impact of caring for PWA's was
(a) an increased wor kload (P'flA'swere seen as "demand+na.,
aggressive and non-cooperative"); a.nd
(b) increased mental strain (fear of contapion, difficulties with
terminal issues, prejudice).
The authors fe 1t that nurses st igmatrised PWA' s because of thei r
perceptiol1S of the cont.aq iorr-r-elat.ed behaviour of. PWA's as
unacceptable.
Godin, Croteau and Fortin (1992) performed a study of the factors
influencing the intention of healthworkers to perform a specific
professional act if the HIV status of the pat.ient was unknown.
Their results suggested that the one way to decrease the number of
hea lt.hwor-kers who do not intend to carry out a particular
prescribed professional act, would be to reinforce the importance
of behaving according to one's professional code Of ethics:'-
However this would nJt be enough and i~ was suggested that
promotion programmes specific to each healthworker group should be
developed. This study also suggests that appealing to
~professionalism" i~ insufficient to address the problem of
attitude~ and bias.
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In a study of the correlation between percept'ions of HIV risk and
knowledge and experience of AIDS in the Phi1"ippines (Balis,
santana and Monzon, 1992), it transpi red that hospi tal, workers who
worked in a hospita.l where they had some training on A!DS but no
actual experience of working with PWA's, had the;:,highest risk
perception of AIDS. This silg';ll;!sts that the -information the
workers had been given had raised fears and increased the
perception of.being at risk for HIV!AIDS without addressing those
fears in a signif1c:ant way, This pof.ntia to a need for education
which is contextual an~ r'alistic in its assessment of HIV risks.
Information in itself {nay not be sufficient to change attitudes.
Furthermore, the hospital workers in Or1Q of the hospitals stud-jed
where t.ra in in9 had happened and there was expe r ience of work; n9
with PWA's, did not perceive themselves so much at risk -
suggesting that ac tua l l y working with PWA's can have a posittive
effect on attitudes. It also implies that this is a demystifying
process, allowing healthworkers to confront fears in meeting
people with HIV and AIDS.
2.6.3 Attitudes of medical students and doctors
simon, Weyant and Asabagi (1990) found that. the intent i on to make
tner,<iselves available to treat HIV infected per-acne, in medical
students; n the US c was corre 1ated d gn; fi cant 1y with : !c;nowledge
of HIV transroi$sion; comfort in providing a physical examination
on patients from subgroups with a high HIV prevalence; 10~ level
of homophcbia and pr"ofess i ona 1 a 1tru.i sm. It wou1d appear that ; f
medica 1 s tudenus and doctors are more enl ightened they are less
fearfu1 of PWA's.
It might a l so be poss ib1e that the marl'j ca 1 student popu 1at; on,
being younger than doctors in practice, is less stigmatising of
minorities in jgeneral. Another hypothesis is that the trainins, of
medica1 stUdents is becoming more orientated to wholistic care
(10cat1ng dispase in social conditions) as opposed to pure1y
curative care and a na~row conceptualisation of disease.
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Th'ls hypothesis, that doczor-s in practice might be more
conservative than medical students, would seem to be borne out in
a study of Norwegian physicians by Lie, Husda l and Martens (1992).
The authors examined the at t itudes OT: thef?9 phya ici ans to ?th; ca l
issues in relation to HIV land AIDS. They found that 59% would
give information £'6 sexual partners 6f HIV positive people against
their Wjshes, 43%,were tn fc\Vour of mand~tory,testing of people ;1'1, I
high ris'k groups, .10% were ;11 favour of quar-arrt ins under csrta::iw='"'Y
~ h
oi r-cumat.ancas, .13% felt thc;,j.tthe pol ice ahou l d have a 11st 01' HIV
positive people in thei r d'lstr'ict, 10% bel leved 'h0tn0sexuaTit,,!} to
<J:)i~ immora1 and 34% that it is lJnnatura 1, 25% wou1d not accept that
HIV positive people could be employed in professions that inVOlved
:}
food hand1i.ng and 12% indicated that deep kissing carried a high
'';'isk of infection.
These data suggest that ac~h'igh number of pri mary care phys i0'; ans
';i ',- - - .::'
favour quite restrictive infection ccnuro l meaeur-es , that such
beliefs are as~'.ociated with ne·gativl$ attitudes towards
homosexuality, and that mistonceptiohs concerning infectiousness
an~ still prevalent (:amoP!;l physicians.
" .. ,
$imil ar f1 nci~ngs ~~merged 'j n a study of the ro 1e of general
or-act.t t ioner-s (C~P's) +n 'the care of HI.V patients. Lazz~\retto! de
Bertolini, and 6aldl'..) (1992) found that n\% found themselv,es poorly
train~~d to deal with their patients and Gould not conduct', sexual
or psychological counselling. The relationa' difficulties were
related to hidden prejudices.
Mot~~evidence th~t doc tcr-s overrate the risk to themselves in,
working with HIV was revealed in a surVeY by Taylor and White
(11992). They examined perc.ep'cions of Canadian physicians C)lf
Hl:V!AIDS\1 relat~d risk.$ and be~1efits versus physicians' rights and
obligations. They found that!
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(a) 76% said AIDS had no/sma':~limpact.on their professional
livesj
(b) 57% said
(c) 44% said
(d) 42% said
(e) 49% said
(f) 75% said
(9)
AIDS care was socially valuab{e Work;
it was emotionally .or intellectually gratifying;
it would advance their careers;
phys t cians are obliged to treat all PWA'sj
physicians~have the right to refuse elective surgery
for'PWA's;
96% said they had never refused to treat a patient with
AIDS (those who had, cited f.earc'fAIDS or 1ack of
expertise) ;
54% worried about acquiring HIV in the workplace and 25% of
this group regarded it as high risk;
72% would not tell others if a physician was~IV positive;
\
25% said HIV positive physicians wou.ld have ';~~pa;redmedical
(h)
(i)
(j)
\\
\\ Ito patients of ~elng
\,
\\
\\
\
\\
Interestingly, while being prepar-edto limit some PWA f,);ghts(eg
by refus ing to perform elect ive surgery), the phye ician~~were
\\protectiv$ of other phys icians who might be infected (72\~ wou1d
;
not inform others of a physician's HIV positive sta\tus)."-This
(k)
j udgem~,~t;and
10% said there w~s a major risk
by HIV positive phySicians.
'..
Suggests that there ;s a percept; on that someone Who contf)acted
HIV occupationally (and we have seen that this is rare) has more
rights than someone who contracted it sexually.
On the other hand a survey of med;cal students' beliefs about the
rights of physicians with HIV (Oulbert and Strunin, 1992)
cOl1duct.:!din four Massachusetts medical schools found that 34%
felt 'chatsuch physicians should not be allowed to perform surgery
or complete physical examinations of patients. This group was
more likely to be ma1e and to believe that HIV ;s transmitted from
donatin~ blood, sharing utensils and french kissi"g. They
believed that someone who tests positive for HIV slhould not be
a11owe~ to go to medical school and that an HIV test shobld be a
criterion for enter'ing medical school. They also i1 ;.dicatedthat
hospitals shou1d
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be both allowed and requ;red to te~;tphysicians for HIV, and that
hospitals should revoke privileges of physicians with HIV.,
These results would suggest that those alr-eady working in the
field are more likely to be tolerant of colleagues with HIV, as
opposed to students who wanted, perhaps, to ensure that they wotild
not have to work alongside infected cQ11ea!3ues.
The students in the study also felt that they had a right to
refuse care to PWA's bot.hduring medical school and as physicians,
and that the AIDS epidemic would influence their choice of
hospital for residency and their decision to practice clinical
medicine.
It would seem that medical students and doctors may hold
relatively conservative ideas and display a strong need to protect
their rights OVer those of PWA's. Where they had more liberal
ideas, there was a greater parity in these relative rights.
\\2.6.4 Attitudes of nur~es
Anderson (in Berger, 1991]\\ surveyed attitudes of 136 rural and 311
urb~n nurses in Colorado. \.,Differenceson knowledge, attitudes and
reported practicee were found to ex;st between thf,~2 groups - in
genera1 the urban-based nurses were more comfortable with PWA's.
It was noted, however, that these differences diminished when
nurses (either rural or urban) had spent equal numbers of hours
caring for PWA's. The authors suggest that clinical mini....
sabbaticals be instituted to provide an opportunity for nurses in
rural areas to spend time with PWA's. Thus exposure to PWA's
hel~ed to allay fears and reduce preJudice.
In a similar study, Elvin (1992) surveyed two popu'lat.ions of
American nurses in an urban and suburban setting, and found that a
majc)rity of both groups reported fear of contagion and gaps in
knowledge. Fear of contagion decreased with increase in know1edge
and in the presence of ongoing education.
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A four-year longitudinal analysis of knowledge, a.ttitudes and
practices of community health nurses ;n California by Leap1ey
(1992) examined cognItive (knowledge), affective (attitude) and
behavio~ra' (practice) responses. Knowledge of symptoms and low
risk practices improved over the four years and such change was
more significant in nurses with more formal education and more
attendance at professional lectures/conferences. Formal and
continuing education demonstrated a significant impact on changes
in HIV!AIDS knowledg~~, .attitude and practice.
In trfasethree examp 1e's, there ;s ev.idence that un+amt 1;arityC
leads to fear and stigma and that information helps to allay fears
too. The studies also suggest that pre-ex;s.:.ingstigma results in
a refusal to become familiar with PWA's.
In a more in-depth studYf Giami and Veil (1992) looked at nurses'
representat ions of AIDS and of people with HIV and AIDS through
semi-structured interviews with 74 nurses who had nursed P\,JA's.
They also interviewe~ 25 social workers who had hadcmainly
"verbal" contact with such persons. A comparative anal.t');swas
made of d;,scourse, metaphors and intrapsychic defence mechanisms.
They found that
"Among nurses, primary representations p~rsist wherein RJV/AIDS is
trnmediat.ely associated with death, which ,in turn, t s considered a
punishment for deviant behaviour. In contrast to other means of
transmissidn (in which nurses do not seem to strongly beliave),
the sexual dimension is prtmot-dt a'l, in these repr¢s~l1tations. The
latter evolve during contacts wit.hHIV positive patients, As AIDS
gradually comes to be seen as a serious, chrOnic illness with a
fatal outcome, nurses feel helpless amd overWhelmed. Their
representations distinguish between 'good' and '~ad' patients as a
function of both the mode of transmission and of patients'
attitUdes while in treatment in health-care institutions. The
representation of the 'homosexual' is complicated, lying on the
borderline between the 'bad patient' responsibla fer being
infect.ed and the 'good pat;ent' who cooperates ;n c.'''eand
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participates in protecting the professionals against the risks of
professional corrt.am+nat.ton, At last, when a strong pat-ient-nurse
relationship forms, repre~~htations gradua11y stop distinguishing
between the infected on the basis of group affiliations and the
origin of the contamination as well as between PWA's and persons
suffering from other illnesses with a similar evolution" (Giami 'et
al, 1992, pD523).
Some important conclUSions can be drawn from this study; ie. that
there are prob1ems with death, homosexuality and blame; and that
ultimately it is When a relationship develops over time that these
prej~dices and constructions break down.
An even more i~tensive study conducted on similar lines was
carried out by Breault and Polifroni (1992). This qualitative,
non-experimental study attempted to ident;i')the feelings and
attitudes that nurses associate with caring for PWA's. The
cognitive dissonance theory of F~stinger served as the theoret'ica1
framework to vi~w the exper-tence of car ing for someone \1:'; tih AIDS.
The theory is based on the a~$umption that people want to maintain
consistenoy in t.het r beliefs, attitudes, values and behaviours.
If individuals confront examples of their own inconsistency in
these areas, they will experience p~ychol~gical discomfort and be
motivated to eliminate the inconsist\,?t1CY. With regard to'AIDS I
the oonflict between the cognitions "I care for AIDS patients" and
"AIDS ;s a fatal, communicable disease" could be viewed as
inconsistent, or dissonant, leading to psychological discomfort.
The magnitude of the dissonance between these two elements is a
function of the importance of the elements to the individUal. For
example, the dissonance experienced may be tempered by the extent
to which that person also feels that it ;s his or her du~y to care
for all patients, regardlesss of diagnosis or risk inVolved.
Festinger states that, because dissonance is psychologica1ly
uncomfortable, people will be motivated to try to reduce it, and
achieve consonance.
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This can be accomplished by (a) changing a behav+our-a l C9gnit·ive
element (eg. refusing to care for AIDS patients); (b) ch.n~ing an
environmental co..gnitive element (eg, by accepting the rw for
universa.l infection cont ro l ,precautions); or (c) addinf:l,'1~w
cognftive elements (eg, finding out new information about' AIDS)"
Data analysis of aud iotiaped , semi-strUctured interviews resulted
in the identification of six m~' .ra l l y inclusive as well as
exclusive themes which represent the attitudes and feelings of
nurses: fear, a.nger, symrl~.'i~,hy,se 1f ....enhancement, fat; gue and
he 1p1essness . Part icu 1ar 1y "'.d dent were diffe rences in the way
respondents percEdved and f'rsated PWAI s who wet'e ; ntravenous drug
users and those who were homosexuals.
These themes are to be considered in some deta; '1 as they expl;ore
with clarity and depth some core issues related to this research.
Fear was operationallY defi by the researcher as any expression
of anxiety, apprbi.ension.t· fright or concern associated with caring
for PWA's. All subjects reported some degree of fear and
perceived risk asaoc iabed with caring for PWA's. It was not
uncommonto hear concer-n about putt; ns spouses and chi 1dren at,
I" i sk • With; n th is context, respondents a:1so II looked ahead II and
exper-f enceri some anxiety regarding the potential r ieke to chi Idren
that t,hey may dec i de to have in 1ate r , i fe . When asked why
subjects cared fo·r PWA's in what they ccns ider-ed at least a
minimally risky situation, five of the 16 indicated that they:
cared for PWA's becau~e it was part of the job. The remaining 11
dealt with the perceived risk in one of two other ways. Three
r at t one l ieed the risk by equating it with other unlikely events
that could occur, for example being hit by a ca,t. The other eight
expressed the belief that the risks were minimal as long as
precautions were taken.
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Anger was def'ined as any expressed indignation, displeasure or
blarne aS80qi ated(\with thE; patient or' thei r chosen 1;festyl e. The
anger expressed by the major; ty of respondents had 1ittle. to do
with the diagnosis of AIDS pc.r se. In the majority of interviews,
anger was associated with the personality and the behaviour of
1_"patients; AIDS as a disease phenomenon was irrelevant. The~e were
clear ~;fferentiations made between PWA's who were intravenous
drug users (IVDU's) or prostitutes and those who were homosexuals.
At the more basic level, generalisations focussed on socio~
economic and educational levels implying greater social worth to
the homosexual popu lat; on. Anger was p.rirnari ly di rected at IVDU' s
rather than homosexuals. Respondents differentiated between "good
patien£sU and "bad patients". Good patients (the homosexuals)
were compli;;tnt,cooperative and pJeasant. Bad patients (th!f
'_)
IVDU's and prostitutes) were non-compliant, uncooperative,
manipulative and-difficult.
"A second source of anger was the lack of social responsibility
assumed by Hr.V positive drug users and prostitutes. There was a
"distinction made by respondents between t.hese two groups and
homosexuals. Homosexuals were viewed as socially responsib1e and
"concer-ned about protecti ng others. Thi s was not perce; ved as
be'ing the case among rVDU's and prostitutes, Which led to feelings
of anger in subjects. AII'darwas also precipitated by the be1 iet
that IVDU's were at least partly responsible for the fact that
they contracted HIV. This expression of anger was specific to the
IVDJ's and prostitutes. In this respeot, there wa$ a "leniency"
granted to homosexuals represented by the belief that they were
not to blame for naving AIDS. 'This finding seems to contrast
quite mfrkedly with other findings about attitudes to
homosexuality. It woula ~ppearthat given the p~esence of other
stigmatisGd and marginal ised groLlps, homosexuals were geen as
being more acceptable.
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Sympathy was operationally defined as any expression of compassion
or pity associated with pi"'ovidingcare to PWA's. sympathy was
identified primarily as a consequ~nce of oaring for a population
of young, terminally ill patients. It was also related to the
terrible death that respondents associated with dying from AIDS.
Homosexuals with AIDS were seen as more deserving of sympathy and
empathy than IVOU's ("I think I feel sorriest for the gay men
becaUse I think itljust happened to their community and theY seem
to have done the most in the way of ;nf,brmins and educati ng
themselves and changing lifestyles"). This response appears to
be a sophisticated 6ne and one which reflects a politicised ,
insight into the epidemic. In the US: the gay commun~ty org~nised
itself significantly in responding to AIDS (eg. thr9ugh safer sex
practices) and so was seen to be visibly participating in limiting
the epidemic. It is still interesting] though, that these
subjects needed to blame IVOU's and prostitutes - the liberal
approach to homosexuals did not generalise to these groups.
Fatigue was defined as any expression of weariness due to
prolonged or excessive physica1 or mental demands placed on the
nurse in the course of caring for a PWA. The emotional stress of
caring for PWA's Was cited by half of the respondents.
Specifically cited was the fatigue resulting from caring for a
population Which is viewed as being 'd~mand'jng and
unappreciative'. This led to anger and helplessness in some
respondents.
Helplessness was operationally defined by the researcher as any
expression of powerlessness or impotence relating to providing
care to PWA's. The dominant response in this area involved the
frustration experienced when confronted with the non-compliance of
PWA's. This was especially disturbing in the context of IVOU's
and prostitutes who continued to engage in high risk behaviours
even though they were HIV positive.
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Self-enhancement was oper-at t ona lly defined by the researcher as
any eXpression of those aspects of caring for PWA's wh:!'~hwere
associ ated w; th good fee 1 ings .in the nurse - the reward; ng
components of providing care to PWA's. Within this cOhtext,
respondents identified the positive outcomes of their nursing care
as rewarding (.~g. the personal'''.satisfaction experf enced by making
a patient comfortable, seeing a pat.t ent; able to go home , or
helping a patient die with dignity). In addition, there was a
sense of personal satisfaction obtained in the knowledge that
respondents were able to provide what they perceived as non-
judgemental care to a patterrt population that had sUffered the
effects of being lonely and stigmatised. It is n..:Jteworthythat,
in contrast to the other constructs, the f'ee1ings of self-
enhancement were typically generated by tne nursesJ own behaviour
as opposed to the behavi our of the pati errt, whi ch was generally
shown to lead to anger) help]essness, sympathy and fatigue.
i
The authors conc luded that, un 1ike pr-evious stud; es, fear was not
a significant factor in :the majority of' respondents and this was
thought to be partly the resu1t of increased knowledge and
experience of PWA's. Th~ also felt that while Festingerfs
cognitive dissonance theory was an appropriate framework from
which to vie~the experience ~f caring for PWAjs wit~ respect to
changes in fear, cognitive dissonance theory cannot be used to
explain anger, helplessness, sympathy or fatigue. In these
themes, t.heemo t ion was 1inked not so much to AIOS but to the
nature of the PWA. Thus homosexuals were gene~'ally seen as
compliant and participative while the IVDU's and prostitutes were
not. The subjects were not able to see the latter two groups as
victims of society and thus maintained a dissonant attituder In
general, thi s study shows that nurses do get used to work; ng wi t.h
PWA's, that they have inconsistent attitudes, that they are gui'lty
of victim blaming and thCl.tthey derive satisfaction from
themselves rather than from their patients.
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In contrast to the group of more enlightened nurses surveyeg by
Breault and Polifroni; Bond, Rhodes and Philips (1990) surveyed
over 5 000 community murses throughout England about their
experience, education, knOWledge. and beliefs in relation to HIV
and AIDS. While experience of HIV positive patients or PWA'p was
limited, one third had encountered patients worried about HIV
infection. However, most lacked confidence to provide health
education, counselling and terminal care. A quarter felt that
they shou'd have the right to refuse to care for PWA'~, (23%
thought this about patients who were just HIV positive, 15%
thought this about homosexual men, bis9;><ualmen and injecting drug
users and 7% thought this about haemophiliacs). Eighty five
percent wera concerned about their lack of experience. In their
recommendat ions the authors .noted that
"there is a need for targeting inservice education and train'ing 011
the specific ek il ls ; knrJ\<t~edgeand attitudes that have been
. . .' .\identified as necessary fu~ different types of sta~f. The fact
that ~uch a high proportion of community nursing staff i'ndicated
their needs for more HIV-related health education and train'ing
'l eads us to r-onc lude that there ';s a commi tted but insecure
workforce where HtV is concerned which would be receptive to
educationa1 innovations to prepare them for their role in
prevention as well as cant,g for HIV positive patients" (Bond et
al 1990, p254).
It is interesting to note that in their recommendations the
authors fail. to explore the issue of the nurses' risks in thei,.r
own sexual relationships and they too have been guilti of the
professional/personal divide. This is true of most of the studies
on nurse attitudes. 'In sum, the surveys of nurse attitudes and
beliefs Show that workin9 with PWA's he1ps break down fears and
stereotypes, that information on AIDS helps with this process,
that there are inconsistencies in attitudes, that when
relationships form with patients there s a softening of attitude
and that because nurses are mO'ra in the frOtitline of patient care
they are generally less prejudiced thah doctors.
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2.6.5 Changing healthworker attitudes
There have, by now, been a number of studies of.:attempts to alter
health worker attitudes, knowledge and practices through eduoation
and training.
A f&,r month study of 60 registered nurses in the us showed that
there'.\were pos it ive changes in know 1edge and atti tuc.ls as a resu 1t
of intense instruction on AIDS and PWA care as part of a class in
epidemiology. Not only were the nurses better informed about AIDS
than previously, but their attitudes towards the disease and
patient Care had become considerably more liberal (Armstrong-
Esther and Hewitt, 1990).
A simi 'l ar , but less intensiv.e stur,iyof preclinical medica"
students. in eastern Virginia in the US who We,re.exposed':-.ioa six-
hour training r , wot-kshop showed that there we('~~significant
knowledge gains. The group reveal.ed.few discrimin.atorY attit.udes
towards PWA's. However, it was a self-se1eCitted group and the
researchers noted that generalisationd were hard to make from such
a group (Johnson, Campbell and Bell, 1990)"
FUl"ther evidence that education can help to address attitudinal
issues was found by Waltot'l,Troutman and Rukeyser (1992). They
examined differences in HIV-related concerns between a group of
health providers who had attended HIV education programmes and
t.hose who were re 1ati v!:.tly untrained and found thc:,....educati ona 1
intervention was found to be effective in changing the focus of
concern from "self-protection" to the "needs of others" and in
enhancing proviaers' willingness and ability to provide care to
HIV infected individuals. The data indicated that as prov'iders
placed increased trust in transmission information and accepted
that the risk of HIV transmission in the workp1ace1 while real,
I
was minimal, they became more receptive to learninl~ the ski11s
necessary in delivering care to pa'tt ent.s with H!V infection.
i, )
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A similar, b.ut less intensiv.e study of prec,lnical medicaj "
students in e<::l/,.~.ernVirginia in the US who wer~ expq~ed tb;·a $jx",,\,
hour training workshop showed that '~here ~ere significant
knowledge ga; ns. The grOUp revealed few di scrim' h.at6ry atrt itudes
towards PWA's. However - ; t was a se 1f-se 1edt~"I.dg·ro,up'and the::>
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researchers noted tl(1at general isations were halr'd t(; make 'Prom .such
a group (Johns6n, campbeI.l and Be11, 1990).
than previ0uply, ikut their attitudes
patient 1:.Jre/had b~come considerably
'(
Esther a.'nd Hew;tt 7 1990).
Further evidence that education can help to al.ddro·ss.attitudinal
1\
issues was found by Waltdn, frout,man and Rukeyser (1992). They
'> . -_',c.. _ .if ""
examined differences in HIV"'rela.,t6d concerns between a group of
health providers who had attended HIV education programmes and
those who ItJere relatively untrained and found that educational
intervention was found., M' be effective in changing the focus of
concern from "self":"protection" to the "needs of:d:thers" and in
enhancing providers' willingness and ability to prov;d~ ../carE7',to
HIV ;nf~cted individuals. The data .indicated that as providers
placed increased trust in transmission informf.1. Ton andu~coept'Sld
that the risk of HIV trarlsmiss10n in the workplacel whi lee real,
was minimal) they became more receptiVe to 1earning theskil1~
necessary in deliveri.ns care to patients with HIV infection.
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In the Philippines, Santana, r~onzon and Mandell (1992) compared
the effectiveness ,of an AIDS educational intervention among types
of hospitals and among different ca.tegories of hospita1 workers in
Manila. The intervention consisted of posters, pamph1ets,
letture>.$and role plays. Knowledge, attitudes and needle
recappings (an infe~tion control measure) Were evaluated. They
found that the intervention had the least effect on physicians and
worked bast for nurses, orderlies an~ laboratory technologists.
ThlS would .suggest that physicians are less amenab le to change
because they are not confronted by HIV in such an intense way as
are otrer hospital workers (an emotional dist.'9.ncinghappens,
perhaps) and also that it] hosPital hierarchies they perce;v.::o
H
themselves as least in need of education.
Spiqer (1992) studied th<aattitudes of reg;st~red general nurses
and state enrolled nurses to IVDU's. The nurses were."given''the
services of a psychiatric liaison nurse as part of an intervention
to assist with attitude issues. They found that nurses' attitudes
impacted implicitly and explicitly on the clinical nursing
management of IVDU's. NurSes were not always awar-e of the; r
subversive and pUnishing behaviour. The introduction of the
expert psychiatric nurse enabled the rtur-ses to exp lor-etheir own
fee11ng6 towards these patients whi le confronting 'the reaH$~~tiot1
that their behaviour may itself have contributed to·the 'ccnf lic't.
To dave lop effective management strategies, caregivers of peop le
with HIV/AIOS need to acknowledge their own values and beliefs and
examtne the ways in which they impact on del tver-y of care.
From this survey of 'the literature on healthworker attitudes, a
number of conclusions can be drawh
,) there are prob1ems with attitudes to PWA's;
0) educat i011 and work ins with PWA's he1ps to break some of these
down;
(c) a facilitated exploration of attitudes impacts on self
awareness;
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(d) doctors and medical students may be more rigid than nurses;
(9) healthworkers are no less prejudiced than the rest of the
population;
(f) healthworkers see their risks as being primarily work related
an~ do not consider their sexual lives as risky;
(9) information on its own is insufficisnt to challenge beliefs;
(h) attitudes can inll:lacton health care; and
(i) these need to be vigorous.l}~challenged ;n many ways in
innovat-l¥eand dynamic educat f cna'l programmes.
\. \.i
2.7 ATTITUDE THEORY AND ATTITUDE CHANGE
In this section of the 1iterature revie.w, the researcher wi 11
f;rstlY exam;ne the concepts of att itudes and att itude chanse ;n
gener,fl, followed by an examination of a specific th$ory of'
attitude formation and change, an ;nfot~mat'i"nprocess.ing theory.
While a number of theories may have explanatory value with regard
to A!OS~ only .one is to be considered in any detail. By
uncterst.nding how attitudes form ahd change some light may be shed
on how attitudes to AlbS, PWA's and marginilised groups can be
altered in the most effective way, As Eisel" and Van del"Pligt
(1988, p184) note
ntheories of judgement, attitudes, attribution and decision-making
can make important cont.rj out t ona t()social issues such as the
emp 1oyment,of nuclear energy, hea11;hbehav iour-and mad t ca1
decision-making. These ccrrtr+but tcns are most clear cut When the
frame of raferel1ce or payoho loq ical perspective of the people
being studied is taken seriously and explicitly incorporated in
research effortsn.
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2.7.1 Introduction to attitude theories
Eiser and Van Dar Pligt define an attitude as
"a form of experi ence that (a) r·efers to spec; f ic objects ,.events,
people or ;ssues~ and (b) is primarily evaluative. We express our
attitudes by describing the objects of our experience in
evaluative terms" (p1).
The attitude theorists Fishbein and Ajzen (1975, po) define an
attitude as
"a learned predisposition to respond in a consistently favourable
or unfavourable manner with respect to a given object".
Thus an attitude ;s a way of evaluating our experience of the
wo,"ld - it is the way we 'learn to appr-oach "objects" 'inour menta.l
landscape. As is implied in the latter definition, we learn to
construct our attitudes through our experience of the world.
Attitudes tend to be consistent but are amenable to change because
Ollr experiences of the world change too. So, attitudes are
consistent, they are predispositions and they are leat~ed. There
have been many theories of attitude in this century but for the
purposes of this research, six of the major theories are to be
examined.
1. Learning theories are concer-ned with the processes whereby a.
given response (eg. an attitude) becomes associated with (ot~
conditioned to) a given stimulus (person or objebt). Most
learning ;s explained in terms of two basic conditioning
paradigms, classical conditioning and operant or instrumental
conditioning. An example might be a situation where a child has
often eaten certain sweets, producing overt responses $uch as
sa1ivating, sucking etc. In addition, an implicit response with a
positive evaluative component has been produced with the overt
responses. According to learning theories, there will be a
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tendency few th is imp 1ic i t response to become assoc iated w; th the
sweets themselves and the child develops a favourable attitude
toward the,sweet.
2. Expectancy value theories are concerned with how people learn
"expectations" ie. belisfs that a given response will be follo~ed
by some event. since these events could be positive ar negative
"re-irrfor-cer-e", people learn to perform behaviour that they expect
to lead t.opositive events. This approach suggests that attitude
formation and change can only be understood in te.rms of the
f'unctrlohs that attitudes serve for the t nd iv t dua'l, Thus one of
this approach's theorists, Rosenberg (in Fishbein and Ajzen,
1975), could say that the mor-e an object could enhance positive
goals or block negative goals for a person, the more favourable
the person's attitude towards that object.
3. Ba'lance theories, such as Heider's balance theory (Fishbein,
1967) argue that if the attitudes towards a person and an event
are similar, the event is easily ascribed to the person. Thus a
balanced state exists when the two entities oomposing a unit have
the same "dynamic character", ie. when the person's attitudes or
sentiments vis-a-vis the two entities are both positive or
negative.. Thus in the case of a man whose son has been drafted
into an army, a balanced state exists when the man 1ikes the
person respons'ible for the drafting and approves of the draft.
Balance theories suggest that there is a tendency in people to
strive for this balance.
4. CI':mgruitypr-inc f ple theories have as a starting point an
assertion that links two objects of judgement, ego cigarettes
contain n tco t ioe , These assertions or 'coupling actions' may be
either assooiative or dissociative. Here again, atti't,udeis
defined in terms of an evaluat.ive or affective dimension. Thus
the congruity principle implies that a person's attitude is
influenced by his or rier belief that the attitude object is
rea1ted to some a.ttribute and by the evaluation of that
attribute.
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5. Cognitive dissonance theories d'lSClISS the rela'tionship between
two cognitive elements, referring to 'the things a person knows
about him or herself, about his or h(~r behaviour and h'is or her
surroundings. Attitudes deva'l op as a result of attempting to
reduce. dissonance. Because d f eaonance is peycho logrlca'lTy
uncomfortable, the person will be motivated to achi~~e consonance.
An example of such dissonance would be a situation \lj'li'Jer€',<:.1nurse
be 1 ; ~ve.s PWA P s to be BV i1 but "earns to 1ike a part l'cu 1Ii;" PWA over
a long period. She or he would be forced to change beliefs about
PWA's.
6. Attribution tpeories have as a central concer-n '~he subjecti ve
probability that a given trait or dispJsition is associated with a
given actor. Attribution theory t:lealswith the perception of
causae ion and the consequences of $uch pe rc:eptions. A d ist inet,ion
has been made between in'ternal and external attribution, ;e. a
person's behaviour may be attributed to sbme disposition of the
person or to some external factor. In "che 1atter case, no
inferences can be made about the person's stable characteristics,.
Thus attribution theory deals with the formation and change of
beliefs, these beliefs heing inferences about the cause of
observed events or about an actor's stable dispositions.
In general, then, attitudes are usually spoken of as hypothetical
constructs, ie. something unobservab te which can only be inferred
from certain observable response~ that reflect positive or
negat'lve evaluations of the attitude c':>ject. These observable
responses may be of three different types (World Health
Organisation [WHO], 1989) ~ cognitive responses (or beliefs),
affective responses (or feelings) and conative responses (or
behav iou ra"1 ;ntent ions and tendenc ies ).
For instance, an individua1's attitude towards AIDS may be
inferred from the feelings she or he expresses While disCussing
AIDS (affective component), from statments he or shQ makes
regarding the seriousness of AIDS as a health problem (cognitive
component ), and his or her behavioural reactions (eg. re.fusa1 to
shake hands with strangers or visit clinics for PWA~s)~
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A1though atti tudes are often viewed as cent aiI,i ng a'1 three
component.s or response categori es deacr ibed above, soe ial
psychologists usually emphasise the affective or evaluative aspect
uf attitudes. Beliefs, intentions and behaviours are viewed as
related to tut conceptually distinct fY'om attitudes. Indeed,
these three components have served as bases for the development of
three different ti!1~oretica' orientations 'coattitude formation and
change among social psychologists. Early functional theories
stressed the role of attitudes in meeting certain vital needs
"through mobilisation of innel)..resources. Lat.er, behaviourally
orientated social psychologists d~~fit\eaattitudes as +mp licit
evatuat+ve responses to various stimul i (attitude objects) and
tried to explain attitUde formation and change in terms vf
Pav lov t an conditioning. More recently, i'liformatiooprocessing
exp lanat ions of aoc t a] behaviour have stressed the role of the
cognitive component of attitudes. This formulation of att'itudes
would seem to be shared by the majority of social psychologists
currently working in this field.
2.8 A FRA~IEWORK_FOR UNDERSTANDING ATTITUDE CHANGE IN THIS STUDY.
This study is being conducted w'ithin the corrcext, of Fishbein and
Ajzen's (1975) approach to the format ion (and change) of
attitUdes. This information processing approach takes as its
starting point a distinction between attitudes, beliefs,
intentions and behaviours and relationships between these
variables. A person's attitUde towards an object is based on
salient beliefs about that object. Beliefs represent the
information a person has about tl"'eobject. If these bel iefs
associate the object with favourallle attributes (as evaluated by
t.he pe rson ), the att itUde wi 11 tend to be pos itiVG • Because many
people hold both positive and negative beliefs about an object, an
attitude is seen as corresponding to the total affect associated
with their beliefs.
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Sil\~;1arl y, atti tude towards an' object is: rel ated t;o ,th~ person's
u
intt1)ntion to perform a variety of behaviiours with respect to that
objeqt. Each intention is viewed as being related to the
correspondi ng behav iour. Barri ng unforseen events I' a person
shoulcfperform th10se behaviou~iS he or she intends t~o perform.
To summarise, aperson)s attitude is determined by hl$ or her
salient beliefS about the object's att'ributes and by his or her
evaluations of t.hose attributes. At any point in time, a person
holds a nmi.ted number of salient beliefs about any given object,
action, or event, and those beliefs serve as the primary
determinants of his or her (.1ttitude towards that obje'~t, action or
event.
ir
Wi th; n the context of th is theo ry, att itudes can be chamged)rby
changing one or more of the. existing salient beliefst by
introduci'hg neWsalient beliefs, or by changing the person's
eva.ll.uations of the attri butes.
"Beliefs about the object and attribute evaluations can ther~fore
be vi ewed as two different determi nants of at,t; tude at which an
influence atte~mpt can be directed" (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975,
\
p396) •
Changing be';ef~? can be achieved by per-sona.lt y observing that an
object has a gi v:~n attri bute or by be; ng tol d that the object has
the attribute ini!question. These two .alternative ways of direotly
11
influencing beli~fs correspond to the two ba~ic strategies used in
attempts to produce change, namely, active parti.c;pati.on and
persuasive communication.
Changing attribute evaluations is accomplished in t.he sah~~way,
"
ie. through influenoing evaluations of the attributes.
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Thus the two broad approaches to attitude challge within this
framework are :
(~) active participation; and
(b) persuasive cornmunf catrion ,
2.8.1 Active participation
Looking first at aative participatiDn, Fishbein and Ajzen argue
that an interaction experience allows the participant to directly
observe objects, people and events. This situation entails a
lar18 number of informational items ie. a large number of object-
attribute links. Each informational item corresponds to a
proximal belief. since a person rarely questions his or her ~wn
observations, the participation experience is likely to prodUce
changes in many of these proximal beliefs. By changing proximal
bel iefs, external bel iefs may also change, and 'thus primary
beliefs are changed.
"It can thus be argued that. the actor, by vi rtue of hi5
partiCipation in the behavioural situation, acquires new
descriptive beliefs about himself, about other people, about the
consequences of his or others' behaviours and about his
environment - or that he changes some of his existing descriptive
bel iefs" (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, p412).
So as beliefs in the self change, they are generalised to beliefs
about others. With change in belief qames change in attitude.
(
Some active participation techniques suggested by the authors are
interpersonal contact, rols- playing, counterattitudinal behaviout'
(being forced to adopt a position contrary to onet s owr:) and
choice behaviour (based on dissonance approaches where the persOn
is forced to choose between two alternatives and to increase the
evaluation of ah unfavourable choice to reduce dissonance).
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An examp le of the role playing technique wou'ld be a a+cuat ton
Jwhere a prejudic~d role player has to generate arguments in favour
of 1etting black peoo le move into white neighbourhoods. At the
outset, the subj ect has a hierarchy of be 1'Iefs 1iok; ng ;ntegrat ion
to positive and negative attributes. Tf1e fir.st belief coming to
his/her mind might be ~integration in~rea$es in~erracial
conflict", Since the task ;s to argue in favour of integration,
he/she may either reverse thi's be ltef and argue that integration
reduces interracial donflfbt ot'"reject it and consider the next
belief in his/her hierarchy. As this process continues, the role
player comes to er,terta in be 1iefs that were not 'j nit; a11y pal~t of
his/her salient belief structure.
2.8.2 Persuasive communication
rheJJper~~asive communication approach to attitude change provides.
ther person with items of informat im1 from some o\.Jtside source. AS!
.~\/
the authors note :
"perhaps the most fundamenta1 principle underlying our entire
approach to persuasion ;s our general assumption that man is
basically a rational information processor whose beliefs,
attitudes, intentions and behaviours are tnf Iuenced by the
information available to him" O=;shbein and AjZEJh, 1975, p508).
So, when presented with information from an outside source, a
person performs an informational analysis.
"Such an informational amalysis inVOlves specification of
informational items or source beliefs, change in corresponding
proximal beliefs, impact effects on external beliefs, and change
in primary beliefs which provide the informational foundation for
the dependent variable" (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, p509).
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What constitutes a persuasive communication? It is a m~ssage
consisting of a serles of belief statements provided by a source,
with each statement linking some object tQ an attribute, such as
another obj eert , a concept, an event or ~ goal. So each statment
i'; an +n+ormat.t cna t item that represents a sour-ce belief.
Correspondin~ to each source belief is the receiver's proximal
belf e'f cir ~:Hjbjectiveprobability that the object has the attribute
specified in the message. If the source be1ief is accepted, there
may be change in the proximal belief (the potential amount of
change in proximal belief depends on its discrepancy from the
source belief). Similarly, there may be changes in external
beli~fs and primary belieTs, and finally, attitudes may change.
Fundamenta 11y, change i11 atti tude wi 11 occur when the per suas t ve
communicator addresses the range of beliefs a person h01ds about
an object. Hopefully in this !Jrocess the communicator is able to
challenge the beliefs about the object which are most amenable to
change and which result in change in attitude. Also important are
facilitating Tactors such as t.ha credibility o'f the communicator
and the type of appeal the communicator uses eg. fear appeals.
Implicit in fear appeals is the assumption that when emotional
tension is aroused, the aud+ence will become more highly motivated
to accept the reassuring be, iefs or recommendat.tons advocated by
the communicator. However, the fear appeal may have an adverse
effect :
(a) because sLlbjects may be mot ivated to avo; d a message that
arouses fear and may thus fail to receive it;
(b) if the communicator is perceived as being responsible for
producing the fear, his/her statemen'ts may be rejected; and
(c) if the communicator fails to reassure the subject or if the
subject fails to provide his/her 9wn reassurance in some other
way.
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2.8~3 Recent thinking on information processing theories
The '1~HO (1989) has examined the phenomenon of attitude change from
an information processing perspective in its evaluation of AIDS
research. It confirms that beliefs representing people's
subjective knowledge about~themselves and their world are the
primary determinants of attitudes. Each belief llnks the attitude
object to a positively or negati.yely valued attribute. ThUS,
smoking (the object) causes lung cancer (the attribute).
Generally speaking, the greater the number of bel iefs associating
an object with pos ttrive attriblltes, and the smaller the number of
beliefs associating it with negative attributes, the more
favourable wil1 be the resultant attitude towards the object. A
more precise formulation of this relationship between belieFs and
attitudQs is provided by expectancy value or expected utility
models of attitude. According to these models, the value or
utility of each atrtri butie contributes to the attitude in direct
proportion t.o the person's subjective probability (strength of
belief) that the object has the attribute in question. So, the
more a person believes an object has an at.t.riouue , the more that
attribute contributes to the attitude.
In view of this growing recognition of the importance Qf the
cogn itive component of att itudes, 'they have come to be M"eated
separately under the title of beliefs. This separation of
attitudes and beliefs would seem also to be necessary to take care
of attitudinal elements Which do not have a clearly specified
object as required by the definition of attitude. For instance,
there is a large body of evidence indicating that peopl~ ,~ry
a.lonq a continuum of ext.er-nat Versus internal attribution of
causation in interpreting various eHents or experiences. Some
tend to attri bute these events to f orcee outs; de of themselves and
feel that they are in no position to influence the course of these
happenings. Others think that they are personally responsible for
what may happen to them and believe that they can influence the
course of events by planning, perseveratio~ and personal
initiative. This dichotomy of external versus internal locus of
control has been found to apply across a wide range of situations
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and events, including health and illness. Such a 96heral
cognitive framework is further be'lieved to influence the
relat.ionship between attitudes and behaviour. For instance, two
individuals may have equally negative attitudes to a particular
illness and wish to avoid it. The ind1vidual with an internal
locus of control will probably adopt the necessary preventive
measures more quickly and successfully than the individual with an
externa1 locus of control who does not believe that one can
influence the course of evant.s by taking action. In this
scenario1 the belief component of the attitude would relate to the
general thinking pat'~ern of external Versus internal locus of
control.
The WHO (1989) has utilised this understanding of attitudes and
beliefs to inform its approach to AIDS research. Specifical1r~ it
has studied the Knowledge1 Attitudes and Practices (KAP) research
technique from an information processing perspective.
2.8.4 KAP studies
Knowledge and beliefs, lik~ attitudes, are hypothetical constructs
which cannot be directly observed or measured. They are mainly
inferred from other observable behaviours, including verbal
behaviour or self report. In KAP surveys, respondents' verbal
reactions to a series of questions or verbal stimuli are taken as
indicative of knowledge, attitudes and beliefs. This kind of
assessment is based on two related assumptions: first, that
people know (are clearly aware of) what they know, feel and
believe about objects or issues in their environment and secondly,
that they will be willing and able to share these with an
outsider. Although debated for centuries by philosophers, the
first assumption is taken almost for granted b\l both scientists
and laymen. Indeed, if this assumption was nut reasonably
correct, no meaningful dialogue and communication between human
beings would have been possible and science, Which is primarily
dependent on sharing of observations and cumUlative experiences
could hardly have started (WHO, 1989).
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The second assumption is also partly borne out by day to day
expe r' ience , Peop 1e ar-e ab 1e and often eager to ahar-a the ir
experiences with others. Such sharing of knowledge, attitudes,
be1iefs and practices is, however, often circumscribed by certain
cultural norms and socia1 l"'ulesof discourse as well as personal
traits and experiences. In almost all cultures, there are cer t.af n
taboo subjects that one is not supposed to enquire about or revea1
to others in general. The same topic may, however, be discussed
with relative ease and candour in certain social settings (eg ..a
doctor's office) and with someone who occupies a particular $oc1a1
status (eg. a priest or psychiatrist).
Yet it is always poes ib1e for an individual to refrai n from
reporting his or her experiences or, if forced to d~ so, to
protect himself by falsifY'ing or misreporting his or her verbal
report of his knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, plans and intentions.
The early experience of freUd with his hysterical patients is
clear evidence that even, an intense and lot"lgterm doctor-p~t; ent
relationship is no guara~t@,? that; patients will liot grossly
distort their reported recollections of some early experiences
(WHO, 1989).
KAP surveys are often designed as purely descriptive studies aimed
at meeting the t nf'or-matrion heeds of programme administrators who
want to obtain some data on the !<nowledge, attitudes and practices
of their target populations before launching an educationa1
campaign. Such purely descriptive studies are, however, se1dom
entirely lacking in some th~oretical orientation or conceptual
guideline. In fact, the mere choice of a particular population to
be studied and the selection of certain items (rather than others)
to be included in the questionnaire usually imply some kind of
plan or conceptual analysis, however implicit and vaguely defined
it may be. KAP surveys dealing with relatively new social and
health issues, are more likely to be of a descriptive,
exploratory nature.
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KAP surveys can also be of a more ana~ytical nature ~xplicitly
designed to test certain hypotheses derived from other
observations or a well established theory. Hypotheses currently
guiding such analytical KAP surveys are mostly derived from social
psychological theories regarding the nature of attitudes and their
relationship with behaviour. Among these theories, Aj~en and
Fishbein's Reasoned Action Theory and Becker's Health Behaviour
Model (WHO, 1989) have received a good deal of attention from
social scientists interested in health behaviour. Both of these
theories are aimed at explaining the often noted inconsistency
between knowledge and attitude, on the one hand, and overt
behavioural responees, on the other. For example, why does an
inte 1li gent, know 1edgab 1e and hea 1t.h seek ing student who ;s we 1 1
aware of the risks involved in smoking not stop smoking? WhY do
women who claim to want no more children and both know about and.
have access to contraceptive methods not use them? Why do well
educated young men and women who are perfectly aware of the
dangers involved in having unprotected intercourse and have easy
access to condoms fail to use them?
,?8.5 Some KAP hypotheses
The WHO (1989, p11) argues that KAP surveys should test a number
of important hypotheses, partly derived from a conceptual analysis
of the relationship between the major variables covered by these
studies and part1y taken from the social psychological theories
mentioned above. Some of these hYpotheses relating to AIDS in
particular that can be tested include:
1. There will be a positive association between knowledge of and
attitudes to AIDS. People with more detailed and accurate
information on the cause and routes of transmission of HIV will
demonstrate a more realistically negative attitude towards HIV
infection and AIDS. At the same time, individuals with higher
levels of knowledge on AIDS wi" show more positive attitudes,
better tolerance and understanding to~ards people with HIV and
AIDS.
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2. As better knowledge on AIDS and other health and soc~al issues
is largely the result of learning., people who, either because of
their socia-economic status or education, have a better aCcess to
sources of accarate and unbiase~ i~forroation, will be more likely
tio demo,lstrate the favourable attituaes described above, Thus, it
is anticipated that. measures of formal education and mt!dia
eX,:_Josurewill correlate positively with measures of AIDs-related
knowledge and attitt~de.
3. The anticipated correlations between measures of ~nowledge,
attitude and education may, however, be significantly affected -
if.not comp1etely neutral ;sed - by socio-cultural fa,ctors
emanating from membership in certain religiOUS gr'oUpb and
traditional social organisations.
4. The transition from changes in knowledge'and attitudes to
modification of target behaviours will be largely determined by an
individual's beliefs regarding the imminence and seriousness of
the threat implied bY pr,?sent behaviours, and the possibility of
controlling such feared consequel1ces through behavioural
adaptation. Thus, individuals who do not believe in either AIDS
being a serious problem or in their personal vulnerability to HIV
infection wi11 be less likely to adopt the behavioural chan~es
they have endorsed as desirable or necessary. Similarly,
individuals who believe that their efforts are unlikely to affect
the course of events will be less likely to make the n~cessary
efforts.
5. According to currently dominal1t theori~s of behaviour
modification, behaviour is shaped, maintained and modified by
reinforcement, that is environmental events that follow it. It is
further believed that most socially significant behaviours are
reinforced by responses shown by other members of society,
particularly those individuals who constitute the individual's
reference group_ Thus, people whose c10se friends or relatiVes,
have fallen prey to the AIDS epidemic wi 11 be more 1f ke ly to adopt
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required behavioural changes earlier. Similarly, individuals
whose cloSG friends have changed their behaviours in response to
AIDS are more likely to adopt similar behavioural changes.
These hypotheses are particularly pertinent to this research
report and will be uti'lised in the discussion of results. It win
be "interesting t.o see whether 'knowledge about AIDS correlates with
more liberal attitudes to PWA's and other minorities, whether
healthworkers are amenable to change in attitUde because they are
more educated, and whether hea"lthworkers are limited in their
ability to change given the nature of their work and their
conceptualisation of private versus professional risks.
Further the WHO (1989) comments on two distinct beliefS regarding
AIDS and pther health problems that are believed to be of major
significance in determining behavioural responses: perceived
seriousness and cost of the problem and perceived personal
vulnerability to that problem. If an individual does not regard
AIDS as an important problem and/or does not think. that he or she
is personally at risk of getting HIV, the chances of changing
behaviour in response to AIDS-related publicity will be very low.
Thus within the context of Fishbein and Ajzen's theory (~1d its
recent reworkings) the study hopes to examine:
(a) whether attitudes change and whether changes corre1ate to
increased knowledge; and
(b) which at t.t t.udes are more intractable to chanse and whether
the course ;s able to address these attitudes in any significant
way.
In South Africa, AIDS educators are confronted by homophobia,
racism (an element not always present in American and European
epidemics), sexism and victim blaming. Such factors may impact on
attitude change with some complexity.
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3. MSTHODOLOG_Y
3.1 DATA COlLECTldN
3. 1.1 The des; gn
This study employed a two factor design, the two factors being
group and time interval. Thus a measure (a questionnaire) was
administered to an experimental group before an intervention (a
three-day A!DS education course) and after the intervention, one
month later. The measure was also administered to a cootrol group
on two occasions, at one month intervals, to con~rol for plausible
confounds.
This between groups 'comparison attempted to establish whether the
intervention succeeded in changing knowledge about A!DS and
attitudes to AIDS (as well as attitudes to homosexuality and to
the sexuality of b;ack people). Furthermore, it attempted to
establish whether thes~ changes, if they occur~ed, would persist
and were not a short term consequence of the AIDS coUrse.
3.1.2 The subjects
The subjects consisted of 51 health workers in the control group
and 36 healthworkere in the experimental group.
Subjects for the experimental group were selected on the basis of
their presentation for training on the three-day AIDS educat.·ion
programme run by the Community AIDS Information and Support Centre
of the Johannesburg City Health Department. This course ;s run
every month at the Centre at 17 Esselen Street in Hillbrow. While
the questionnaire was administered to all course attenders, only
questionnaires completed by the healthworkers attending the course
were used for the research. Subjects were obtained for this group
over a fiVe month period, from June 1992 to November 1992. The
subjects were representative of all race groups in South Africa
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and 'tJereall nur-ses and vi rtual1y a11 women (ther,e Were four
men) .
Subjects for.the contro 1 group were obt.ained from the ,~~ Otr; jdom
Hospital tn J'ohannesburg, with permission of the Superintendent of
'the hospital. They were repr~sentat;ve of all departments in the
hospita'i and a cross section of race and language backgrounds was
en.sured. Each department in the hospital WaS requested to send
one or more representatiVes on the day when all the data was
col1~cted and thus there was, no preconc~;ved pattern in the
assignment to the control group, within the confines of one
hospital. They wer~ also all nurses and virtually all women
(there ~lere' two men in the eampl e) . The measure WaS admi nistered
in a one month period OVer September and October 1992.
(\ Because, subjects could not be randr;-"Iyassigned to experimental
and control groUps, this stUdY takes the form of a quasi-
experimental design.
3..1 .3 ' The instrument
The qUestionnaire us~d in the study was based on a scale developed
by McMah'us and Morton (1986) to assess knOWledge and attitudes of
healthworkers n Britain. This scale incorporates three areas of
conce"?h : knowledge about AIDS, attitudes to AIDS and attitudes to
homosexuality. A further suh-scale has been developed for uSe in
the South African context, attitudes to the sexuality of black
peop1e (Eagle and Bedford, 1992). This scale was developed
because of suggestions that in South Africa it is b1ack people who
have also come to be t~e9arded as a "high risk" group, like
homosexuals in Europe and America. In all, there are 54 questions
in the qUestionnaire.
The four sections of the questionnaire cover tho:::[ollowing areas~
(a) knowledge about AIDS (questions 1 - 18). This includes
general knowledge about AIDS, questions about transmission,
symptoms and presentation of AIDS and about the incidence of AIDS
in the South African context;
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(b) attitudes:to AIDS (questions 19, 231 26, 28, 31, 33, 35~ 40,
43 J 46, 48 and 50). Thi s includes questions on rep~)hsibi1ity for
treatment, mor a'ljudgement, fear-based prejudice and the, rights of
people with HIV and AIDS;
(c) attitudes to homosexuality (questions 20, 21~ 24, ,,27, 30, 34,
37, 39, 45, 43, 51 and 53). This includes questions ~fI1 the
normality or deviance Qf hQmosexuality, on moral judgement and
the rights of homosexuah~; and
(d) attitudes to black sexuaiity (questions 22, 25, 2.9, 32, 36,
38, 4t, 42, 44, 47, 52 and 54). This includes questions on the
degree to which behaviour meets Hcivilised" standards, moral
judgemery~ the rights of black PWA's and perceptions of norma1ity
and dey -I e:.n·.5e.
The first part of the questionnai,re consists of the 18 knowledge
questions and the latter part is comprised of the 36 attitl.,ldinal
items in random sequence. It requires approximately 30 Mi&utes
for completion. Knowledge questions requ+re a true/false or
r;ght/wr'org answer, whereas attitLldinal questions are rated on a
5-point Like,rt scale, from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree
(5).
3.1.4 The procedure
The researcher administered the questionnaires himself with co-
operation of the course instructors in the case of the
experimental group and of a matron of the ~G Strijdom Hospital in
the case of the control group. Subjects were assured of
confidentia1ity and were urged to respond as honestly as possible.
They were told that their responses would be used to help modify
AIDS education programmes.
In the case of the experimental group the first administration of
the measure was conducted When course attenders presented for the
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AIDS education programme. Ihcluded with the qUestionnaire were
fOllr biographical quest1ons, excluding name. Approximately one
month 1at.er, the researcher mai 1ed the same quef'l:-,;onnaire eto the
cour-se attenders, using the registration forlT'~used by' the Centre.'
These were sent with a covering letter restating the aims of the
research.and 'its confidential ity. Stamped and addressed envelopes
were included with this letter so that respondents would have tQ
go to no extra trouble to return the questionnaire. Only the
r.esponses of the heal thworkers were used for th~ purposes of the
study. The questionnaires which were returned were "matched"
to the "before" questionnaire using the four 'biographical
questions already mentioned. Thus each subject's score for the
"before" measure.,.was linked to their soore for the "after"
measure. Only the scores "matched" in this way were used for the
data analysis. This accounts for the reduced sample size.
In the case of the control group;, the same group of hea'lchwcr-ker's
was used for the before and after measure and their responses were
"matched" in the same wa¥ as those of the experimental group. The
administration of questionnaires to the control group was
conducted in the same time period ss the administration as the
experimental gr'ol,.lpin order to limit other possible influences on
the results. (Events in the ~IDS world which could have
inf 1uenced t.he resu 1ts obt.a.ined inc 1ude the ;nte rnat iona 1
conference on A;I:DSin Amsterdam in July 1992 and the National AIDS
Committee of South Africa (NACOSA) conference on AIDS in South
Africa in October 1992. The r'ewas a.lso some publicity on the
HIV/AIDS Charter of Rights, produced by the AIDS Consortium
Project based at the Centre for Applied Legal Studies at the
University of the Witwatersrand, which was launched in December
1992).
3.1.5 The intervention
The intervention is the three-day AIDS education course run by the
Community AIDS Information and support Centre in Hillbrow. It is
run for three full days and attendance at all three days is
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required t~obtain an attendance Gertificat~J The course is
presented by the same presenters every morrch, an educat ion;st, a
doctor, a nurse and a social worker.
The course aims to fl-lrnish any person who attends with the
necessary skills and training to enable them to educate their
communities and the general population about the spread and
pt~event;on of HIV and AIDS. aecaus~ it is attended by many
healthworkers it has tended to develop a bias in this direction.
The objectives of the COU3se are to help atte!,~~rs examine:
(a) the bas fo facts about HIV and AIDS, including infection,
transmission and prevention;
(b) HIV~estB and testing issues, especially confidentiality;
(c) misconceptions about AIDS and fram where these misconceptions
originate;
(d) workplace issues;
(e) hUman sexuality and how it relates to HIV;
(f) the nature and ~ynamics of the epidemic;
(g) legal and ethical i~sues;
(h) how respcnsea to AIDS in the media and the State collaborate
with prejudice, racism and discrimination;
(i) socio-politieal interventions;
(j) strategies and methods for designing HIV education
programmes; and
(k) critically evaluation of participant's role as educators.
The course specifically focuses on attitudinal issues and does so
in the following way :
1. It examines who should be tested for HIV and why, through
discussions in small and large group format.
2. It looks at the 'issue of voluntarism and victim blaming, also
in discussion format. These discussions revolve around how free
individuals are to make choices to have safer sex, to become
prostitutes (or sex workers) and to limit their partners.
8Q
3. It tries to give participants an understanoing<of the
politica1 ebonomy of AIDS and the strubtural and contextual issues
that confront people like migrant workers.
4. It looks at where attitudes come from, at why and how the
media shape perceptions and attitudes and why these are so hard to
change,
e~ It uses social theory (mainly through didactic input) to
expla.in who defines reality, how one's ideological framework is
constructed and defined and why this is so hard to chall&nge~
6. It attempts to examine the phenomenon of blame in the
deve 1opmerrt of conceptual isat; ons 01: AIDS eg. through dtscusa+ons
of theories of origins of HIV. This discussion is preceded by a
controvers i;~1 video.
7. It use~ exper t entrta1 exerci ses to encourage attenders to
examine thei~ own responses to difficult issues. One such
exerci se cha 11enges the group to deci de who shou 1d benefi t from
the main anti~HIV drug:t AZT. In the exercise, the attenders take
on roles assigned to them, such roles covar tns the spectrum of
South African society, including so-called "high-risk" groupa~
Through the subsequent discussion, the attenders are encouraged to
analyse their perceptions of the different roles and how their own
attitudes cloud their judgement.
S. Attenders are encouraged to examine the private/professional
divide and the role of attitudes in this. This is particularly
used with healthworkers who tend to see their risk for contracting
HIV as being sole1y linked to the workplace.
9. The course examines legal and ethical issues like
notification, contact tracing, pre and post employment teatings
State responsibility for caring for PWA'sJ insurance and the HIV
positive person~ and the rights of healthworkers versus the rights
of their patients.
8t!,
10. Pina11y, the course helps attenders to look at confi dentH!.1ity
in various settings (the workplace, clinics, hospitals) and the
issues that confront healthworkers.
In terms of information procesing theories and the aspects of
attitude change discussed in the literature review, the course is
aim(~ at addressing attitude change in the f01lowing way: it is
atter)lptingto change attitudes towards an object (eg. a PWA) by
chang.lhg the sal ient beliefs about chat object. Thus the course
directly challenges the notions that PWA's are promiscuous~ e~i1
and contaminated. 8y allowing course attenders to alte~ these
beliefs about PWAJs, ego by beginning to perceive of PWA's as
~~dinary people, who like anyone else are in need of support and
care,. attitudes may start to shift.
Furthermore. if course attenders have problems with PWA's because
they 1ink the HIV .jnfect ion to sexual behavi our, by chang ing the
evaluation of this belief and by he1ping attenders to reframe
sexuality as a healthy and normal human function, attitude change
may also be facilitated. In addition, by examining' the course
attender's intention to perform a specific act in relation to the
object, e9 the intention to treat a PWA in a medical setting, the
course hopes to a110w healthworkers to reconceptualise the way
they treat PWA!s~ This reflects a change in ?lttitude.
By using experiential exercises the course helps attenders to
experience themselves as PWA's. The attender is thus able to see
him or herself as acceptable and alsO as a PWA. This;s then
generalised to a'l or most PWA's.
Finally, the course uses communicators and educators who have
credibility (they are regarded as experts in their field), who use
persuasive rather than coercive techniques and who are skilled in
challenging attitudes in a non-judgemental way. While the
discussion of results wi 11 explore attitude change in more deta; 1,
;,t is evident that elements of the three-day AIDS course attempt
to produce attitude change as enVisioned in an information
processing approach.
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3.1.6 Aims of the study
The aims of this study, therefore, are
(a) to assess whether healthworker attitudes about AIDS are
amenable to change through an education course specifically aimed
at addressing these issl.les;
(b) to examine whether there are correlations between the
variables. of know1edge about AIDS, attitudes to AIDS, attitudes to
homosexuality and attitudes to black sexuality; and
(c) to evaluate the usefulness of an information proces$ing model
of attitude fb'rmation and change in rG~lation to the attitudes of
healthworkers.
3.2 DATA ANALYSIS
The questionnaires were coded by the researcher and then subjected
to statistical analysis. Since pre1 iminary analysis of the data
indicated that the two groups were not different on their pre-
intervention measures and fUrthermore that the distribution of the
di·fferences in the scores was approximately normal, one-sample and
two-sample T-tests were performed on the data using change scor s.
It was also felt that the design was strengthened by being able to
"match" each subject's before and after score on the measure.
Correlation coefficients were calculated in each group to
establish whether there were correlations between the different
elements of the measure. Thus correlations were calculated
between the four variables of knowledge of AIDS, attitudes to
AIDS, attitudes to homosexuality, and attitudes to black
sexuality. The correlations were calculated on the before scores
of both groups.
, -.
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An item analysis was done on each component, or sub-scale of the
measure and alpha coefficients were comput€Jd to ensure that the
items were adequately rel t ab l s in the sampl\~.
4.!. RESULTS
Tab1e 1 ~ Item analyses
Attitudes to AIDS l
Cronbach's
coeffi,:b'ient
. , !i
1---------+.-.,----:. ....:,....'--------I-----" ..r-;:-~,;~.,.".,.,,--....;...,---l
Alpha
, poefficient
", ;J
Question 19 0.696
.23 0.716
26 0.716
28 0.691
31 0.704
33 0.695
35 0.701
40 O~71.1
43 0.686
46 0.731
48 0.720
50 0.708
0.725
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
If question 46 is removed from the sUb...scale, the reliability of
the scale improves slightly, to 0.731
'I,
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I
I~----------~------~--------~~--------.------------
I
",I
Attitudes to ~cmosexuality
Alpha
coefficient
ci"onbach" s
coefficient
\
IQuestion 20 0.845
21, 0.851
2"'.- 0.853
27 0.832
30 O. 850
,
"34 0.85~
37 0.858 ' ,
39 0.838
1,'
45
~'
0 •.85\~
49 O.84~
'~
51 0.$34
53 0.845
0.858
If question:34 i.s removed from the sub-scale, the r\',)iability
coeffici ent will ri S'~ s1 ight 1y, to 0.859.
(I
\\II
II
I
Ir-'----~----~------~~----~-~--------~~----~
I
I
Attitude~ to black sexuality
Alpha
coefficient
cronbach's
coeffiqient
I
IQuestion 22 I 0 .•729 0.763
I 25 I 0.739
I 29 I 0.723
I 32 'I 0.764
I 36 I 0.735
I 38 I 0.803
41 I 0.738
42 if I O. "17,'/
44 I 0.721
47 I 0.740
52 I 0.729
64 I 0.796
I !/ ·p~ff
1' .• --:f,- "
If question 38 is r-emoved from the subacaj e , 'the reltab; 1ity
Qoefficient will rise significantly, to 0.803.
Hence the items seem to correlate well with each other within each
attitudinal sub-scale, resulting in high reliability coefficients,
The overall construct val idity of the scale as a measure tihus
appear-s to be good.
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Tab1e 2 Group difference~
r-
IVariable Group N Mean IStandard I Degrees ofl p I
I Ideviationl freedom I value I
I - I I I
IKnowledge Contr 51 I -0.0196 4.0124 I 10.4125 I
l.on AIDS Exper 361 -1.0556 7.•6231 , 85 I I
I I =-:-lAttitudes Contr 511 1.2549 6.9133 10.0529 I
to AIDS Exper 361 4.0833 6.1754 85 I * I
I -t
I I
IAttitudes Contr 511 1.6470 t . '1297 I
Ito homo- Exper 361 5.0278 8.0764 85 10.0423
Isexuality I I **
I
IAttitudes Contr 51 I -0.6275 7.1860
Ito black Exper 361 3.2778 6.4966 85 10.0111
Isexuality I I **
I I I
___l --l
* - approaching significance (p almost < 0.05)
** = significant (p < 0.05)
These results indicate that there were statistically significant
differences between the control and experimental group in changes
in attitudes to homosexuality and attitudes to black sexuality.
There is also a result Which is approaching significance, that of
changes in attitudes to AIDS.
The results suggest that while the intervention (the three-day
AIDS education programme) was able to significantly change
attitudes, it did not have a significant impact on knowledge.
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table 3 Correlations
Ct>ntrol Grou_Q
-,
I Attitudes to Attitudes to I
I homosexuality blaoksexuality!~--~----~"--~-----.·rl----~--~---------~
I -.013 -.122 I
I~-------------+--~-----~-+~----~--~-+-------------i
IAtt i tLldes to
IAIos
IKnow l edge about.
IAIDS
-.069
IAttitudes to AIDSI .361 }Ie ;, .570 ** I
i')Ir------~--~~~~----~~·~------------~~···~--·------~l
I * p < 0.05 ** P < 0.001 t
Experimental Groug
r- r
I IAtti tudes to' I Attitudes to Attitudes to
I IAIoS I homosexuality black sexual it)"1r-----~-----+~----~-r-------~~~~~----~
IKnowledge about .321 )I( .312 * I .1.91 I
IAIDS \1 I
"r I
IAttitudes to AIDSI .643 ** .673 ** I
~ __ ~ ·L-·~ ~~_~ ~ __ ~_~ ~I
I* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.001L__ ~
For the cont~~ol group, these results indicate that:
(a) there ;s a statistically significant correlation between ;:/ ..,
attitude$ to AIDS and attitudes to homosexuality: and
(b) there isla statistica,~)ly significant correlation between
attitude~~ to AIDS and attitudes to black sexuality.
For the exp~rimental group, these results indicate that
(c)
(a) there is a. stat; sti ca 11y S19n; fi Cf,;l.nt·'-err-s 1ati on bet.ween
.' " \
knowledgE~about AIDS anr' a~ti tudes le,. ID$ i
there is statist; ca11y si gni f'{can;l;.(;", ,el ation b~\tween
.> 'i.\ .
know1edgE~about AIDS and. a\"lti tudes to l'iO!i'YJsexual1ty;
"\\
thet'e is a statisticallY s;gnificarrl; con'~lation between
att itude~; to AIDS arf..! att; tudes to homoaexua 1 i'tty; and
there is a stat./ist;cal'y significa.nt correla'~;on between
att ..itudes to AIt land' attitUdes to b-l ack aexuel t t.y
(b)
(d)
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6. Dr.SCUSSION
The main findings of this study may be summarised as follows:
(a) The three-day AIDS educati on course produced s1gn;ficant
amount.s of chance ina 9roup of hea lthworkers attend ing the
programme. The change occurred in attitudes to hcmosexuat tty and
att itudes to bl aok sexual; t.y • A. resu 1t app roach; ng ~/is"n if icanes
was f'ound in the amount of change occurring in change in attitude
to AIDS.
(b) The change in knowledge about AIDS was not significant.
(c) There;5: evidence that ther'e were intercorr.e1ations between
some of the dependent variables. In the case of the contro1 group
the~e were significant correlations between the variables of
a.ttitudes to AI1)$;~J: attitudes to homosexual ity and attitudes to
I "'\,
black sexuality':','i Por the experimental group there were
significant corrt~'at,ons ,between the variables of knowledge about
AIDS, attitudes to AIDS, attitudes to homosexuality and attitudes
to black sexuality.
(d) The three attitudinal sub-sca1es were shown to be reliable
~md, with minor exoeptions> a11 the items in each sub-scale were
measuring the same construct.
These results suggest that the three day AIDS programme at the
Commun ity AIDS Informat ion and Support Centre is able to address
attitudes, but does not at this stage~ as far as healthworkers go,
address the issue of information change. GiVen that one of the
chief aims of the course is to impart knowledge about AIDS, it is
interesting that it did not seem to do so.
Each of the major findings will be discussed separately and then
integrated. The research will be critically evaluated and
implications for further research will be pr·esented.
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5.1 KNOWLEDGE OF AIDS
A possible explanation fo~ the; lack of a significant gain in
knowledge (p = 0.4125) may re'~~te to the previous knowledge. base
of this specific group of subjE~ots, ie. healthworkers. If
healthworkers are generally belgil1ningto become more aware of AIDS
and PWA's, they may be entering a course with greater knowl~dge
about the disease and with a slt 9ht 1y greate r to 1er-anee of peop 1e
who might be HIV positive or who already have the ftlll syndrome.
By now, most hospitals and clipics have had AIDS tra,ning of some
kind, they have developed poliCies around testing and healthworker
rights relating to HIV patients, and many healthworkers have seen
or dealt with people with HrV Or AIDS. Thus the course would,
poas ib1y, have 1itt 1e impact 011 these aspects.
It is also possible that the course itse1f did not impart
knoWledge about AIDS in enough detail. Since it is an explicit
aim of the course to address att~tudes and the sooial contexts bf
AIDS, it is conceivable that +:his aim has begun to supercede the
imparting of information. If the conveyance of facts about AIDS
is seen as.a secondary goal, then course attenders might not be
given as much ll1formation as they need to be fully equipped as
AIDS educators. As was seen il1 the 1iterature review, most
education courses are divided between the presentation of facts
and the challenging of stereotyping about AIOS. If this tension
is not resolved theoretically, then individual AIDS courses find
their own resolution in practice. !n the case of the Community
AIDS Centre, it is feasible that the presenters err on the side of
favouring attitudinal dimensions in the course. It is also a
function of AIDS centres to play an advocacy role for the rights
of PWA's. In playing this role they may find that the information
aspect of AIDS education ;s neglected.
Another possible explanation f()r the lack of knowledge change is
that the instrument is measuring information about AIDS that is
now freely available. The scale was origina11y used in 1986.
9'1
Thus the sens it il vi tiy of th is sub-scale. may be ;n question, as a
function of historical changes in the~ kno1,iJledgebase concerning
AIDS and the di~;seminat;on of knowledge. At this stage of the
epidemic what m'jght be necessary is a more subtle measure of
information, a measur-e which takes cognisance of the generally
higher levels air awareness and knowledge.
The findings can also be examined using Fishbein and Ajzen'$
(1975) informat'ion processing approach. Firstly, if we .analyse
the concept of persuasive communication, the credibility of the
course presenters when presenting basic facts may be questionable.
For example, of the cOljrse presenters, only two have a medical
background. This may be disturbing to attenders, especially
healthworkers, when facts about AIDS are presented.
tn addition) it would appear that the knowledge aspects of the
course are imparted through persuasive communication (ie. more
didactical1y) and the attitudinal aspects are covered more through
active participation techniques. Since this may be $0, this
points to the need for 100king at the different contributions of
these two teaching styles. It would appear that in terms of the
results of the study, active participation may be a more
successful teaching technique. However, further research would be
necessary to establish whether the two styles of teaching do
impact (_dferently, as well as to establ ish whether any of the
other explanations put forward to explain the lack of significant
change in knowledge are borne out by focused research.
This discussion of the possible reasons for the insignificant
change in knowledge about AIDS suggests that those who designed
and run the course need to re-(~xamine thei r goals and strategies
to refine the way information is impartedT and the type of
information that is imparted. It would also be advisable to~,
pursue the idea of courses which are aimed at the specific
informational needs of different groups. In addition, the
measurement of information change may have to be more refined.
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5.2 ATTITUDE CHANGE
As has been noted, there were significant attitude changes in the
course attenders as compared to the control group. These changes
were in the direction of holding more f'avour'able attitudes to th.e
groups identified in the questionnaire. Hence it can be assumed
that the three-day course resulted in a liberalisation of
attitudes, a phenomenon which was shown to have persisted for at
least one month.
The roost significa.nt change occurred in attitudes to the sexuality
of black people (p = 0.0111). The other significant change
occurred in attitudes to homosexuality (p = 0.0423). There was an
almost significant change in attitudes to AIDS (p = 0.0529), and
by imp 1;cat;on, .sttitudes to PWA' s. Each of these wi 11 be
discussed in turn.
5.2.1 Attitudes to the sexuality of black peo~
Ever though the course attenders were a racially mixed group, they
were predominantly white. While the v~riable of race was not
examined in the data analysis, it is interesting to not.e that
attitudes to black sexuality showed the most change. This could
be accounted for by the content of the course. The course fOCUSes
heavily on socio-political understandings of AIDS in South Africa.
Hence it examines AlPS in apartheid and post-apartheid south
Africa; it reviews the impact of migrant labour and urbanisation
patterns on pover cy , disease, pros.titution and the breakdown of
family life; and it addresses issues of racism and
culture/background. Thus, even for the black course attenders,
the issues raised around race may have been enlightening. It is
also possible to speculate that course attenders who were of
Indian and so-called coloured backgrounds may have held
prejudicial attitudes towards black (African) people before the
course, and have found these attitudes subjected to change durir~g
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the course.
This resuit also implies that there was a considerable amount of
prejudice about black sexuality before the course, hence it is one
variable that would most easily show change. Race is a powerfu1
and overriding issue in South Africa and this study suggests that
it is one that needs to be, and can be, vigorously addressed.
5.2.2 Attitudes to hqmosexuality
Significantly favourable attitudes to homosexuality were generated
by the course and 'this bears some examination. Because gay men
have been seen here (and abroad) as being a high risk grqup and as
a group in which AIDS originated, the cour-se specifically aims to
cha1lenge these notions. Through didactic and experientia1
learning, these assumptions and biases are questioned and
analysed. For most South Africans of all races and b~ck9round$,
homosexuality is seen as unacceptable and as being a causative
factor in tbe inception and spread of AIDS. The research finding
indicates that it ;s possible to challenge these assumptions in a
mixed group. Given that homosexuality is still illegal in South
Africa, this finding is al' the more remarkable.
There sti11 remains the issue, though, of why attitudes to black
sexuality changed more than attitudes to homosexuality? One
possible explanation is that because AIDS is now overwhelmingly a
heterosexual disease in South Africa, the presenters of the course
give more emphasis to heterosexual transmission than homQsexual.
In other, perhaps more subtle ways, when examples were chosen to
illustrate points the course presenters may have chosen more
heterosexua 11y or;entated scenar ias. Neverthel ess j the iFact that
attitudes to homos\xuality did change Shows that this bias in
emphasis was not entirely to the exclusion of the issue of
homosexuality. Addressing attitudes and prejudice in general
obviously has value as there are spill-over effects. This will be
discussed later when the oorrelation between variables are
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examined.
5.2.3 Attitudes to AIDS
This finding was approaching significance. Giveo that this study
eva 1uated an AIDS course it mi~~hthave been expe<:ted that
attitudes to AIDS would f mpr-ove significantly. this finding may
be indicative of several features :
1) the COurse did not strongly enough address the issue of
attitudes to AIDS and PWA's;
2) healthworkers are be9ihninl~ to be more ccm+or-t.aole in working
with PWA's and therefore had higher scores on this scale at the
outset of the course, thus showing less of a shift than on other
dimensions;
3) att ibudes to AIDS are more irrtr-act.ab 1e to change.
Since AIDS is a fatal disease it is possible that much fear,
dehial and even anger persists about the disease, making it more
difficult fOt~educators to address these concerns. Despite the
experiential techniques used, it is clear that healthworkers are
still very fearful of the disease and they may have special
educational needs.
In sum, these attitudinal findings show that participative
learning, with its emphasis on role plays and awareness exercises,
may be a very powerful teaching strategy. Since this study has
not evaluated the separate effects of the t\'IOtechniques of active
participation and persuasive communication, it is also feasible
that persuasive communication played a role in changing these
attitudes. These findings also show that healthwqrkers may have
attitudinal difficulties and that these can be a~dressed in an
AIDS educationai programme.
Hav irigshown that atti tiudas can b~ changed ;n a mor-a favourable
d~rec~ion, it might be usefUl to attempt to understand how this
could have happened, using the information p~ocessing approach as
an explanatory model.
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5.2.4 The information processing approach
In terms of this approachf attitudes are represented by an inter-
relationship between attitude, belief, intention and bS'i'savicur,as
described previous1y. Attitudes towards an object are based on a
person's salient beliefs about an qbject and its attributes.
Implied in this is an evaluation of these attributes.
Fundamentally, an information processing approach believes that
people can act upon information and process it in such a way that
it affects the way their attitudes are formed and changed.
Broadly speaking, attitudes can be changed by :
1. changing one or more salient beliefs;
2. introducing new salient be1iefs; and
3. changing the person's evaluations of the attributes.
i. Changing salient beliefs. If the course examines the
phenomenon of blame and stigmatisation in relation to homosexuals
and black people, it is possible that course, attenders are
encouraged to examine ho~ they too have brought with them a set of
beliefs about these people and how they have used these beliefs to
construct their attitUdes. For example, in the course an exercise
might. cha11enge the idea +hat a11 homosexual s are prom; scuous,
':mmoral and perverted. It does so by questioning the creation of
nornlS, by looking at the relativity of moral judgements and by
examining the range of' sexual behaviours that any two adults
(whether heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual) could conceivably
partake in. Course attenders are thereforA 'lead to question their
beliefs about homosexuals. If thev ~o ~o y may be forced to
question thei r attitudes to homosexua t s and' pt:1I'hapschanne these
attitUdes.
Simi1arly, if healthworkers who attend the course bring with them
sets of beliefs about the sexuality of black people, they may be
forced to challenge these beliafs. One of the persistent beliefs
about black people (among the majority of whites) is that they are
indiscriminate in their sexuality and are not amenable to change -
their "otherness" is confirmed by a belief that their' sexuality
is different. The course, by examining the social conditions
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which 'leadto poverty, and therefore. prostitution1 and to a
breakdown in family life (eg. through migrant labour and rapid
urban'i.ea'tt on ), helps to challenge the bel ief that black sexuality
has an innate quality which sets it apart from the sexuality of
other SouttlAfri cans.
2. New salient beliefs. It wou1d appear that the course was also
able to introduce new beliefs about homosexuals and black people,
and to some extent about AIDS in general. For example, some
course attenders believe that gay men "choose" to be homosexual.
Given that this "choice" is seel')as antisocial and arbitrary,
healthworkers would ba inclined to perceive gay men as
deliberately flouting convention for its own sake and thus see
them in a negative light. By challenging the notion that
homosexual ity is a choice, t.he course encourages a't.tendersto
admit a new possible belief, that sexual orientation is biolo~ical
or developmental. If they can begin to believe this, they may
more readily accept that homosexuality ;S 'inevitable in some
people and therefore that they are not blameworthy"
Similarly, by allowing course attenders to perceive of gay men (or
black people or PWA's) as being burdened by multiple losses, a new
belief is introduced - this belief perhaps being th~t such people
are like all people: they exper'ience loss and pain, they have
relationships which they do not want to end and they are connected
to all of society thro~gh their humanness. It seems that courses
like the one at the Community AIDS Centre often succeed in
addressi ng atti tude change because they ;ntroduce new 8. .-:; of
beliefs that set off a process of change in the course
participant. However, further systematic investigation would be
required to assess whether this aspect of the course is indeed
sa lt.vrt in the attitude change observed over the course.
3. Cha~,ging evaluation of attributes. The course may also have
been able to challenge the way cour86 attenders evaluated the
attributes of attitude objects. For example, -if the' attenders
be1feve that what homosexuals) 'b, ack peop 1e and PWA' shave in
common is that they contract HIV throu~h sex (as opposed to the
perception that healthworkers only contract HIV through blood)
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this might be ~.problem for the person because he or she has
difficulties with sexuality in general, and possibly their own
sexual ity t.oo, The course, by reframing sexual behaviour as a
normal human function, and by encouraging p~.l·ticipants to examine
thei r own discomfort wi'th 0§Jpects of t.hetr sexual; ty t can 1€lad to
\\, /la re-evaluiation of this attc'ibute.
This then is a way of understanding attitude change in its
broadest conceptualisation by information processing theori$ts.
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), as was discussed in the literature
review, outline two possible approaches to bringing about such
attitude change, active participati0n and persuasive
communication.
5.2.5 Active participation
By interacting with people, objects and events, a set of
Hinformationa1 items" is built up by participants. These
informational items constitute object-attribute links Rnd are
called proximal bel iefs. By forming new object.-attribute 'I inks
through personal observation and experience, the participant forms
new proximal be lie+s , It is precisely thi:s interactive formation
of bel1efs that is so powerful, since
"a person rarely questions his or her own observa:tions" (Fjshbein
and Ajzen, 1975, p412).
By changing proximal beliefs, external beliefs may alsO chbnge,
and thus primary beliefs are changed. U£ing this fo.rmulatio.nj
so.me active participation techniques will be examined in relation
to.the AIDS programme which was the subject o.f the study.
1. Interpersonal contact can o.ften produce attitude change
because it provides individuals with an opportunity to get to kpow
each other and to appreciate and perhaps accept the other's
point of view. Interpersonal contact, for example with black
peo.ple, might induce white oeo.ple to change their beliefs and
-
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attitudes about black people. However, interracial contact, which
does cccur at the community AlPS Centre programme, does not c.'lway~
improve relations, As Fishbein and Ajzen (1975, p415) note
"The di rection of the c"ange depends largely on the conditions
under which contact has taken place; 'favourable' conditions tend
to reduce prejudice, 'unfavourable' ones may increase prejudice
and intergroup tension".
Because it i13 not always poss ib1e to cont rc 1 the cond itions in
which this experience takes place, it is not always possible to
identify the proximal beliefs that are influenced by the contact
expert ence or to establ; sh tha,t~.;t1terrac;a 1 contact wi 11 produce
changes in pritr.?t"yba l+af s . Fot" example, for many white
participants who attend a course with black people, the proximal
bel iefs addressed by the interpersona'il contact experience may have
been unre1ated to the primary beliefs underlying their attitudes
towar'd,sblack peop 1e ;n general. S;nee the cou rse at. the
COmrhUi1"tyAIDS Centre did in fact result in change in attitude to
black people, it appears t.ha.tit might have addtessed proximal and,
primary beliefs. Perhaps it was able to do this by encouraging
course participants to discuss f.;lel.senal informati'on relating to
AIDS, sexua1ity, relationships and morality. Thus, course
participants were abl~ to hear about the sexuality and morality of
black people they were having interpersonal cont.act,with (and vice
versa) - by doing so they were able to challenge their own beliefs
about the sexuality and morality of all black people. AS Fishbein
and Ajzen (1975, p416) note
"perhaps the most serious problem concerns the relevance of the
contact experience for the dependent variable under
investigation",
2. Role play in9 ;s another techn'ique wh ich cou 1d produce a'ctitude
change, for examp1e, if a person ;s encouraged to play the role of
someone holding opinions Which do not correspond t? ~is or h,r
own. Proximal beliefs, the items of information to which subjects
are exposed while performing their rAspective roles, may change as
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a r~$ult of a role play. Consequently, primary beliefs, beliefs
about~the kind of person one is role playing, may also change.
Th.ere is a good example of'this in the course 'Under study. Course
attenders are requi red to G\',rguewith a homophobic person to prove
,
that homosexuality is acceptable, irrespective of their own
bel t ef s about homcaexua lity, In another role play exercise,
course attenders are require,d to adopt various per-sonas (varying
in terms of race, c.laaa , occupatrion , gender and sexual
orientation) and argue as to why they should be given treatment at
an ':IV c1inic wi th 1imited r~\!sources. Iti both examp les it cou1 d
be suggested that the experience of ro1e plaYing situations where
one is forced to adopt an incongruous p08ition had a significant
effect in the experimental group.
3. counterattitudinal behav'::)urconstitutes another active
participation technique. It is effectively a component of'role
playing in keeping with the examples cited above, involving role
plays in which a subject ;s persuaded to adopt an attitude and
positi'on contrary to his/her own. Since not all role plays are
necessarily counterattitudinal (for example a ro1e player might be
playing a role which is similar to his or her own lire
circumstances and the value of the role becomes not so much
that it changes beliefs but that it results in extending the ra.nge
of beliefs about that ro1e), when they.do fit this model they may
be very powerful.
To some extent, change in attitude through counteratt"itudinal
behaviour ;s more fully exp1ained by cognitiVe dissonance theory.
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) note that while role plays are
successful because they generate informational items which can
influence proximal beliefs and related dependent variables,
dissonance theory suggests that factors other than the information
generated by the counterattitudinal behaviour may be of primary
importance in bringing about change. According to d;ss.onance
theory, the actual performance of the behaviour is not considered
to be a necessary condition for change; the subjectts commitment
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to perform the behavibur is assumEid to be sUfficient to produce
dissonance and consequent change in the dependent variable.
It would appeaF that the course beimg studied does use
counterattitudi!1a1 behavioura1 tasks to good effect, since much of
the course time ;s devoted to challenging participants to adopt
new poa it ione ,
4, Choice behaviour is another course component Which appears to
have effect in terms of dissonance theory. Whenever a person ;s
forceq to choose between two or more alternatives, dissonance is
assumed to be aroused. The theory predicts that
"the person can reduce his dissonance by increasing his evaluation
of the chosen alternative, decreasing his evaluation of of the
unchosen alternatives, or both" (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, p445).
Thus the person may change an attitude by at times more favoLlrab1y
eva1uating an object. For example, in the course under
diecuss;oh, participants may be asked the fOllowing question, Dis
it more important to promote a return to monogamy or ;s it more
important to promote condom use if oeople are a1readY having sex
which ;s not momogamous?u Although many course attenders are
anxfous to promote morality, when confronted by this kind of
choice, they are sometimes forced to decr.ease their evaluation of
the unchosen alternative, the condoms alternative. The
informat ion process; ng approach sLlggests that dissonance theory
may not be comp1etely adeqUate in its explanation of choice
behaviour because it does not explain whether there is a change in
primary beliefs. From an information processing(lpo;nt of view, tn
order to study changes du~ to a·'Jdhoicebetween alternatives, one
must assess thle person's be 1;efs about each ~L1ternati ve, In a
broad sensa, this is precisely what t~is study haa done, it has
measyred .attitudes before and after the 'course and it has shown
that change did take place. Thus attenders were, in effect,
required to choose between their previqus cognitions and more
liberal attitudes. It seems that" choice behavi\lur", while it ;s
flawed as a concept ;n the way it has been explained and asseSsed,
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can hE~1p us to understand how attitudes may be changed. Thus the
success of the course in shifting attitudes may in part be
attributable to a range of active participation techniques
inc1uding interpersonal contact, role playing, counterattitudinal
behaviour and choice behaviour.
F=ishcleinand Ajzen (197o, p450) conclude that active participation
can only be successful when two conditions are met:
"first, the processes intervening between act-tHe participation and
change in the dependent variable must be well understood; and
second, the investigator must be alOe to exercise sUfficient
control OVel'"the items of information to which subjects are
exposed, so that the act; \Ie part;c t pat;on e>~perience wi 11
cons istent 1y fac i 1 ; t.at.edes i r'E:'d change in the dependen t var iab1e
under investigation".
It would appear'that. these conditions were mat. in the programme
being evaluated and that aCt,iveparticipation is a useful way of
understanding attitude change. It is·also pns~fble to speculate
that activeliparticipatiol1 has an effect 0n the issue of locus of
control. As the WHO (1990) has noted, an individual with an
internal locus ~f control is more able to adopt a pr~ventiye
measure (eg. safer sex) than someone with an external locus of
control because the latter person feels events are beyond his or
her inflOence. By encouraging course attenders to~xperienc~
personal change in belief structures t:hrough activities like ro1e
p1ays, perhaps there ;s a sense of empowerment that takes p1ace in
the individua1, a' lowing ,thecer eon to believe .that he or .srre is
SinCe the .cour-se+s also
'/
aimed at peoP'\e who are to edUcate others ''£~'''1ut AIDS;~ this
'h· ,empowerment may generalise to a beT~ef that 6rie can influence the
attitudes of others.
The second approach to attitude chan9,~ d; scussed by Fiehbe in arid
\' .
AjZ.n is the persuasive communication approach.
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5.2.6 Persuasive communication
In contrast to active participation, where the individual may gain
information by obsElrving ot{ijects,people and events ~.n a given
situation, when the persoh recaives a persuasive communication,
they are are provided with items of information from some outside
source. The information processing approach emphasises a detailed
analysis of the prQC9sses intervening between the manipulation and
change in the dependent variable; and requires the distinction
between beliefs, attitudes, intentions and behaviours.
As diSCUssed in the literature review, when presented with
.'
information from an outside source, a person performs an
informational analysis.
For example, if the AIDS programme presenter makes a stat.emeht
that black people often live in poor circumstances, this could
challenge a course attender to examine his/her own belief that all
people in South Africa are equally pr'iv;leged. Thus the proximal
belief could change, lea~ing the person to believe that not all
South Africans have equal access to health information (an
externa1 belief). This in turn could result in change in a
primary belief that black people are to blame for spreading HIV,
leading to a change in attitude to the sexual ity of black people.
There are some important facilitating factors in inducing change
in the belief process underlying attitudes.
1. communioator r.;;redibi1ity rel?ts on whether r€!~,';:dversof the
commun icat ion feel that the communicator is hones t and
trustworthy. While I=ishbein and Ajzen (1975) feel that there a.re
difficulties with exactly assMssing this credibility, it would
appear that to some degree the course presenters have such
credibility. The presenters, an educationist, a doctor, a nurse
and a social worker constitute a profeasional team Wh0 h~ve become
experts in their field and who have a11 worked full time in
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AIDS work for" more than two years. It is also possible to
speculate that as they have become better known (through their
profiles being raised in the media) they have improved their
credibility. By being viewed as credible, the course presenters
Ii
may be Seen as re1iable providers of sour(~e beliefS.
2. The type of appeal made by the communicator .j s a l SO of extreme
importanoe. Research has compared emotional (ego fear appeals)
and rational appeals, a.ppeals which present one or both sides of
an issue and appaa 1s which vary ; n the ol~der of the informa.t ion
tha.t is presented (the cone 1us ion may be presented before or after
tl1e supportive bel ief statements, information may be presented in
ascend.i ng·or descend; ng orders of eva Tuat ion, or a pro message may
precede or follow a con message).
T~)e inf'ormatiion process ing approach extends th is understandi'ng of
a~peals by emphasising the importance of considering the
aq:ceptance of source bel iets, changes in proximal bel iefs and
i~lpact effects on externa1 be1ief's ,
If, the AIDS programme under ccne ider-at.tcn is viewed in this (light,
hqw was it able t.o change attitudes to homosexual ity, to black
sexuality and influence attitudes to AIDS? Clearly, there was
pe;irsuas;ve communication of some kind tnvo l ved, The course
designers specifically did not include obvious fear messages in( .
the course content because research has shown how easily peop1e
di:stance t.hernse1ves f rom such a message in re 1at; on to disease
(~herr, 1990 and WHQ,19~i); It could be assumed, however, that
there is som~ fear component in any AIDS educ~tion because the
·information is by its nature ·frightening - AIbS is after all a
tElrminal t l l neas , H.DvJever, by emphasising strategies to reduce
the incidence (eg. safer sex) and ways of dealing with the
epidemic in various occupational settings1 the course provideS an
environment conducive to hearing this information. In working
with attitudinal issues so strongly, it also helps the course
~~ttend,ers not to feel that they too may be judged in the; r own
lJersonal lives. The cour-ea also has"a balance between rational
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and emotional appeals, between presenting one or both sides of all
issues and in the order of presentation of information.
The course, then, would appear to address attitude change as a
complex phenomenon, as the consequence of interaction between
different kinds of beliefs. In this sense it suggests that the
information processing approach is a useful one in explaining the
findings of the study. The course challenges various sets of
beliefs that underpin the more obvious attitudinal problems
experienced by course attenders. It does not simply say all PWA's
must be accepted and freed of stigma, it challenges a variety of
perceptions of so-called "high risk" groups on all levels, leading
it would appear, to attitude change which persists, at least for
the durati or,of a month after the course.
The information processing approach seems tq provide some insight
into attitllde change put may not be the only framework for
understanding change, for example cognitive dissonance theory
might offer an alternative explanatory model.
5.3 THE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SUB-SCALES
At this point it may be helpful to examine some of the
correlations between the different sub-scales of the inst.'ument,
A discussion of significant correlations betw~~en variables may
have implications for how AIDS education programmes are struwtured
and conducted.
(a) Knowledge of AID'S and attitudes to AIDS. There Was a
s;gn ificant posi ti ve cor r-e1at; on (p < 0.05) betweo;n these two
variables for the experimental group. This was hypothesised by
the KAP resear-ch design already discussed (WHO, 1989). It has
a1so been found in stud; es of st i9ma and AlOS (Henry et a1 U1990)
but reFuted by other stUdies which showed poor correlation bet.ween
knowledge and attitudes (Galt et al, 1989), indicating that this
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correlation between the two dimensions is not a given. It is
interesting to note that this correlation was not found in the
control group and this difference in correlations would be useful
to examine in further research on this topic.
However, what appears evident is the fact that for the
experimental group, attitudes to AIDS may well be stimulated and
based in an accurate knowledge base.
(b) Knowledge of AIDS and attitudes to homosexuality. These
were significantly correlated in the excer+merrt a t group,
suggesting that homosexuality is 1inked in tH~ minds of
healthworkers when the subject of AIDS is raised. However, this
cort-elation reqllires further research tn order to achieve a fuller
understanding and perhaps also an examination of why this
correlation was not found in the control groLlp .
.(c) Attitudes to AIDS aDd attitudes to homosexual ity. There was
a corre 1at; on between these vari ab 1es in both the contro 1 and
experimental group. Herek and Glunt (1988) and others (Haettich
et a 1, H192) sugge$t that atti tudes to AIDS are 1inked to
attitud~s to homosexuality because they evoke similar cognitive
categories. Thus 'addr,!issing attitudes to homosexual ity (and
minorities in general)!\lis important in AIDS programmes.
Furthermore, the findi~\\g on homosexuality coincides with the
I!'
conc l us iori offered by ~ihe developers of the scale, McManus and
Morton (1986), that the":~e two factors (attitudes to homosexual; ty
and attitudes to AIDS) .l~r6 intrinsicany linked within the
percept; ons of medical I~rofess; onal s . This supports the Her ek and
G1unt '(1988) pr opos t t.f of] t.hat there may be crossover effects in
dealing wit.h one part.icu/lar attit.ude and that Qhange in one area
may +mc, ... inciirectly b~1 addressing a re.l at.ed area mor-e d~rectly. /
The resu1ts of this stucly al-e discrepant with other s tud+es Which
have suggested that attitudes to homosexual i ty e,re separate from
atti tudes to AIDS (Bout«>h et a 1 J 19$7).
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(d) Attitudes to AID$ and attitudes to black sexuality-:. These
were correlated in both control and experimental groups. Again,
the impl ication i~:,that there are common processes in prejudice
(or 1ack of prejudice) and that like homosexuals, black people
have become stereotyped in be; ns assooi ated \,11 th AIbS.
Whi1e these findings shou l d be regarded with some caution due to
the small sample size, they do indicate, with some eXceptions,
that prejudice, stigma and blame in relation to different sub-
groups in society are linked. The study resu'lts in this regard
give added weight to the proposition that attitudes to AIDS .cannot;
be adequately .~ddressed by the provision of knowledge alone, but
that education.'programmes also need to address pr-eva.i 1 inS)
attitudes to "high-risk" groups if they aim to shift att,itudes to
PWA's.
The study" reveals important findings on stigma, "a mark. of shame
or discredit" (Herek and Glunt, 1988, p886). AIDS has become a
aymbc] of this shame and reactions to AIDs are often synonymous ,I
with raactions t6 gay ment drug users, racial minorities (or
racia1 majorities as is 't.he case in South Africa) - outsiders who
in gener~l are defined by their otherness (Joff~, 1992). It
i.:lppears that education which addresses attitude change in a
ooncerted way as we" as giving information which can be believed,
is able to challenge this notion of otherness. The se findings
showed that there were correlations between some of the
attitudinal components of the queatri ortna'i re used for the study.
These highly significant cor-r-el ati+ons suggest that levels OT
prejudice and intolerance towards the "at risk" groups identified
covary (in both the control and experimental 9ro.up) and that
shifts in such st'imatisation may also be inter-related.<.
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5.5 HEALTHWORKERS
In apparently changing attitudes to homo~exuality and to the
sexual ity of black peop le.; in\\affecting attitudes to AIDS and by
v I
implication PWA's; and in demonstrating correlat~ona between some
of the dependent variables the ArOS programme under study was
seemingly able to address some important issl~es in relation to
healthworkers. 1n addition, these shifts were possible amongst
a group of heal thworkers t a group who have been generally shown
not to be impartial in their response to AIDS (Berger, 1991).
The results indicate that while conceptualisations of at riskness
are based to a degree on stereotypic social constructions, these
effects at the macro 1evel can be mediated, when working with
healthworkers, through experiential education conducted by
credi b1e and informed educators. It appears that atti tudes 'which
have been socially learned can be altered through a new learning
experience (Walton et al, 1992; Spicer 1992).
The results also imply that while many studies have shown the
value of working with PWA's to decrease stigma (8alis, S~ntana and
Monzon, 1992; Giami et al, 1992), participative learning
experiences in an AICS programme may produce a similar effect.
However, there may be added value in having a PWA address the
course attenders to challenge att itudes through a more immediate
exposure.
In addition, the course may go some way in prompting he~1thworkers
to view themselves as both "private" and "professional" selves,
a11c:lin this sense perceiving the areas of risk that they share ;n
common with the rest of the population.
Finally, the findings suggest that behaviour and attitude change
may also be mod1fied and reinforced by one's reference group_ Th~
course, by using a doctor and a nurse as part of the presentation
tenm, provides this reference point and encourages the
healthworker participa.nts to challenge their attitudes as they are
expressed in health settings.
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5.6 HEAlTHLAIDS EDUCATION
Health educ&tion which addresses more than just information giving
(French, i 990 )i, avo ids fear messages (WHO 1991) and wh.i ch
addresses the social conditions which underpin the spread of HIV
(Brown at a l , 1991) appears co b.emost effective. Furthermore,
when this heat~h education concerns AIDS, an awareness of
ideological biases is particularly important (Carter and Watney,
1986), as is sensitivity 40 context-specific and cultural issues
(Crewe, 1992). A range of studies have indicated that one
dimensional educative interventions may not be SUfficient to
change both knowledge and attitudes. Thus cognitive programmes
can lead to greater knowledge of AIDS but may only impact on
attitudes if they are carried out over time (and here there might
be other confounding variables which come into play);
participative and PWA-based programmes impact on attitudes and
drama-based programmes influence affective components of
attitudes.
In terms of this range of availab1e interventions, it appears that
the programme run by the community AIDS Information and Support
Centt'e has successfully drawn on these various elements to present
a three-day course which challenges and st imu t aues its .attenders.
As has been seen, the course offers didactic 'input, discussions,
participative learning, credible communicators and social theory
and it expressly sets out to challenge attitudes. It does not
assume that attitude change will come about with an increase in
knowledge. The programme also targets which beliefs need to be
addressed to have an impact on prima.ry beliefs which underpin
att·jtudes.
By locating many of the discussions firmly within the context of
Ithe AIDS epidemic in SOLlth Africa, the P';togtf,lmr,:ais ble to
address racism and the c9nc~p'~ of'..othe.rr,res$~(l's,. ~.t,1S expressed in
a racially divided society,
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It is important to bear in mind that the second stage measure of
knowledge and attitudes was carried out after a one month
interval. The fact that change in attitudes was significant with
this 1apse of time after the course suggests that there was a
pars t stent .qua 1it.y to the changes t.hat,resu ~ted from the
intervention. Since t.he education course is carri~d out over
three days, this suggests that an intensive and reasonably long
education process may feasibly produce enduring changes in
attitudes.
5.7 METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES.
At this point it would be useful to examine some methodological
issues which could have impacted on the results of the study.,
The study is strictly speaking a quasi-0xper;ment because the
subjects ~ere not randomly assigned to the control and
experimental groups~ This could have confounded the results
because the two gr'oups may possibly have been different before
they were exposed (or not.) to the independent var+an le , For
example, if course attenders in any way volunteered for the AIDS
programme, they may have been particularly predisposed to change.
In all cases, however, healthworkers who attended the course were
sent on the course, rather than volunteering. Furthermore, the
design is strengthened by the f3ct that before and after scores
were linked to each subject, thereby specifying hew much change
occurred in eaoh specific subject.
The fact that the control group were drawn from one institution
may affect their usefulness as a control - since they may have
reflected a common ethos or culture with a common set of beliefs
and attitudes. However, what appears to mitigate against this is
the fact that t,he group was racially mixed and that it is also
unlikely that working in the same hospital results in a
homogeneous attitudinal set in terms of the variables under study,
in any way differently from the experimenta1 group.
,1 U
The subjects in both groups were virtually all women ahd v'rtual1y
a11 nu rses, suggesting that ther'e shou 1d be s1ight. ca~Jt:ion i11. "
geii1eralisiI1gthe findi ngs to men, t.oother hea 1thwqrket·~;and to
the g-eiif;ralpopulation. Hav..jng $a1)0 this) it does appe~r' that
attitude formation and change is a fairly universal r:'ocess ~~~hich
has more commona lities than d if f'er-encee, Healthwor;-kers are
usua11Y representative of their communities and would thus exhibit
fairly typi.cal attitudes. The one exception might be the issue of
the professional/private divide.
The time interval of one month may not be suffici~nt to infer that
the results would persist over a much longer time in'G-.;:rvai.
5.8 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The outcome of thi;; study poi nts to a number of it;t,eresting
directions for fu+ure research and methodological improvements
(a) A study which uses a larger sampl&, random assignment, a
single course presenter~ and does not rely on mailed return of
questionnaires might be more ri~orous and genetalisable.
(b) It 'WOUld be interesting to' assess the impact of differe,"r!:.
kinds of course presenters on attitude chanfj'e- here 'the variables
might be age, sex, occupation, race and class.
(c) The pr(;senters of the course Were consistent over the -four
month period but l,tis possible that the combination of four
presenters is 1ess rigorous than one presenter, where it wC,uld be
possible to limit extraneous variables as mUch as possible, Since
presenter credibility is so important to the analysis of tha
resu 1ts, it cou 1d be suggested that different presenters rl'liay
influence attitude change differently on different courses.
(d) It would als'o be of value to assess the influence of working
with a racially and occupationally mixed group versus an
exc1usively h5al~hworker or exclusively white group.
(e) A study which had a mor:e representativ~ cross secticlIlof
hea1thworkers might have produced different results and: ~I
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comparison of nurses and doctors could possibly have indicated if
there were diffet"ences ;n attitude change between such groups.
(f) A more longitudinal (and perhaps qua1itative) study of
attitude change and p~rsistelic:.cof change cou ld r~.:vealif courses
such as the one used in th; s stL'OY have longer- term endur ing
effects and wh ich aapect.s of change are most andur ing.
(g) It may be useful in futUre research to examine the diff.rence
in impact between active participation and persuasive
communication.
(h) Final1y, a .different theor'etical approach to attitudes could
perhaps provide a different understanding of the processes
involved in attitude change. This might lead to different tools
for assessment of these difficult to quantify variables.
5.9 CONCLUSiON
AIOS is a worldwide phenqmenon and until a cure or vaccine is
found, the most effec~tive strategy to 1imit the ep idem; cis
education. This education will only be successful if information
is imparted which allays fears and empowers individuals. Further,
this education must address stigma and attitude formation if the
educa t icn is to have any effect.
"Public policy not only must respond to the technical issues of
treatment and prevention but also must help to establish c1ear
social norms of respect and compassion for H!V-infected persons"
(Her~k and Glunt~ 1988, p889).
What this study reveals is that education can address attitudes in
a way which s1gnificantly impacts on attenders of an A!DS
programme. Healthworkers occupy an elevated place in soC"iety ahd
are seen as impartial and sciehtific. This study has shown that
they Bre not impartial - if their attitudes can be addressed then
thei r efforts at AIDS eduoat ton wi 11 be that much more poP/erful.
APPENDIX A 112
This questionnaire is part of a research project being carried out
by a Master'$ student in clirrice l Psychology at the University of
the Witwatersrand. It is completely confidential and ~nonymous,
and will only be seen by the re$earcher and his supervisors.
The results will be utilised in the development and refinement of
AIDS education programmes. Your &ssistancewi11 therefore be
greatly appreciated.
Please cOffit:l1etethe following questions as accurately and honestly
as possible, and without consultation. Fo~ qUestions with a
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 scale, 1 means STRONGLY DISAGREE and 5 means
STRONGLY AGREE. Please circle the number that is closest to yoUl~
opinion of the statement. ~or the other questions, please tick
the alternatives that you think may be correct.
Thank you for your co-operation.
Age III 1IIi ill • " • II •• Ii • III • " •• Iii Il • III • III oj .. -. ••• tI
2. Sex ~ ... , III ........ 111,. •••••• Ii .• '. ':IIi II". ill ••• ",,,."~',111
3 i" Race II. III iii i •• III II. III II Ii, ill III 11 III." II ' _. • III." "
4. Jo-b ,description.". Ii •• iii." Ii III .'. I. III. 11" ..... io ••
QUestions to be answered with a tick ( )
1. HIV infection is anqt~ar name for AIDS. TrUe/False
2. AIDS W/.l)S first diagnosed in the 1ast 12 years. True/Fa1se
3. There is a cure for AIDS. True/i-&lse
4. AIDS is associated with a short incubation period. True/False
5. To date there has been a low infectivity rate of HIV in the
health care setting. True/False
6. By mid~1991, how many cases of AIDS had been diagnosed in South
Africa? _ ....._------
0-500 500-1000 1000-1500 1500-2000 2000-3000------.---
7. Name one specific blood test used for the detection of anti-·
bodies to the HIV virus •..••.••. 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••
8, Ail persons having antibodi ~ to HIV must be assumed to be
infected. TrUe/False
9. People with AIDS are found genera1ly to SUffer from which of
the following conditions?
YES NO
Deficiency of T-cel1s
Deficiency of B-cells
Wasting
Obesity
Dementia
Reduced lymph nodes
Enlarged lymph ~odes
... " .. Ii Ii '" , .
'" Ii W Ii '•• ;, •• iI II It •• II ....
••• "i,. ••• ~ .
••• it •••••••••••••
" .. " .
....... il ••. tI •••••••
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10. Which of the following complications may be seen in a person
with AIDS? YES N(,)
Kaposi's sarcoma
Candida {oral thrush)
osteosarcoma
Hepatitis BPneumocystis pneumonia
Flav;virus (yellow fever)
." ;: . ., .
• ill ••• ,. ...
• Ii •• II III I·'_ . ' '" ..' .· ,. ..
.' •• I!I •. "I,I •.• ' .
11. Persons with H;rVare<"fnfected for life. True/False
12. HIV may be transmitted through: YES NO
Sexual intercourse
Shaking hands
Insect bites
Sharing needles for drugssneezing or cOughing
" ••••• ' If ill 111
·.., " '.
• ,'!Ii ., .
..... , •• I1 •••••• ·Q!·ft ••
• ~ II ••••••••
13. HIV can be ktTled after being exposed to heat of 56 C for half
an hour. TrUe/False
14. The incidence of AIDS ;s highest in the Black population 'n
south Africa. True/Fa1se
15. AIDS was introduced to South Africa directly from African
countries north of the border. True/False
16. AZT is a drug that has recently been developed to prevent
AIDS? True/False
17. The ratio between diagnosed AIDS cases and HIV infected
persons is approximately 1:3" True/i=alse
18. The number of diagnosed AIDS cases ih South Africa is on the
deCline. True/FaTse
For the fo1lowing questions, please circle the number that is
closest to your opinion (.)f the statement: 1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE
and 5 = STRONGLY AGREE.
19. AIDS is a punishment ~or immoral activities.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 520. Homosexua1ity caused AIDS.
i - 2 - 3 - 4 - 621. Homosexuals with AIDS should be treated differently to other
more innocent victims of the disease.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 522. AID~ wiTl spread faster amongst Black people because they care
l~ss about hygiene.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 523. More medical funds should be given to AIDS research in SouthAfrica.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 524. Homosexuality is a psychological disorder.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 525. Black people are responsible for bringing AIOS to south Africa
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 525. More health professionals should become involved in the fightagainst AIDS.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
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1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE 5 = STRONGLY AGREE
27. Homosexuality ;s immoral.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
28. Names of people with AIDS should be kept on a register, and
made available to anyone.
1 - 2 ~ 3 - 4 - 5
29. Black people are more promiscuous than other races.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
30. Homosexuals should be allowed complete social equality.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
31. "there is no reason why patients with AIDS and HIV-related
conditions cannot be nursed in an open ward.
1 - 2 - S - 4 ._ 5
~2. 81,ack people are no m(;)rehighly sexed than other race groups.
1 - 2 - 8 - 4 - 5
33. Peopl €;I with AIDS shou 'I d be avo; ded wherE;!verpoes ible.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 534. Homosexuality is pathc)logical rather than a variation of
normal sexuality.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
35. People Who contract HIV have only themselves to blame.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - ~36. Sex education will have no effect on the .Black community.'
1 - 2 - 3 ~ 4 - 5
37. Homosexuals should have equal opportunities for employment.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
38. Black men have sex with prostitutes no more often th~n other
men.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
39. Homosexuals are invoived in perverted sexual acts.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
40. People Who are HIV infected should stop having sex altogether.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
41. Black migrant worke;s shOUld be deported if they are found to
be HIV positive.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
4~'., alack people engage in more perver-ted sex than other races.
1 ~ 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
43. People with AIDS shou'ld all be confined together permanently.
1 - 2 ~ a - 4 -'5
44. Because of their "nature", Black people will be less willing
to change their sex lives due to AIDS.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
45. Homosexuals are mistreated in our society.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
46. AIDS is likely to become a fairly common heterosexual disease
in South Africa.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
47 Black people are just as careful in choosing their sexua1
par-tner-a.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
48. Informed consent should not be .ssential before HIV testing.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
II
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""49. Homosexua1s ahou lc' not expect to be accepted in our society.
1 - 2 - 3 -;'/4 - 5
50. It should be compulsory for all peop1e who are suspected HIV
carriers to be tested for the disease.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
51. It:.. would be beneficial to society to recognise homosexual ity
as normal.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 -5
52. Black peopla Will not change their sex lives because o(AIDS.
1-2-3-4-5 Ii
G3. Homosexuals should be avoided/wherever possible.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
54. There are aoci a1 and pol itica 1 reasons why 81ack p~pple in
Sf:'uthAfrica are mar(=)at risk for contracting HI'!.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
Thank you once again for your co-operation.
---- . (l
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